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EAST OF THE TRINITY: GLIMPSES OF LIFE IN
EAST TEXAS IN THE EARLY 1850,
By Ralph A. Wooster
In his study Mi!iration Into East Texas, 1835-/860, Barnes F. Lathrop
points out that half of the 1850 Texas population lived in the thirty-two counties
that lay east of the Trinity River. 1 This region, bordered by the Sabine on the
east, the Red River on the north and the Gulf of Mexico on the south,
constituted what was known as East Texas in the days ofthe Republic and early
statehood. Many early Texans considered those counties lying west of the
Trinity but east of the Brazos, an area generally considered as a part of East
Texas today,2 a part of "\1iddle" or "Central" Texas. 3
The entire state of Texas was growing rapidly in population during the
1850s, with the majority ofnew settlers coming from the states of the Old South.
The various river crossings on the Sabine and Red Rivers were the scene ofgreat
activity in the early fifties. Newspaper editors in East Texas towns commented
on the activity as new immigrants entered the area, some to settle permanently
and others to rest briefly while repairing a wagon before pushing on toward the
Brazos or Colorado. "For the last two weeks," wrote editor Charles DeMorse
or the Clarksville Northern Standard in November, 1850, "scarcely a day has
passed that a dozen or more mover's wagons have not passed through our
town. "4
Barnes Lathrop estimates that between seven and eight thousand people
migrated into the area east of the Trinity each year in the early 1850s.') The
majority of these new settlers came from Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Missouri. Most of them were of Anglo-Saxon stock,
although Jefferson County on the coast was already receiving its Pevotos,
Chaissons, Guidrys, Heberts, Blanchettes, Broussards, and Jimus from
Acadian Louisiana. 6 Foreign immigrants to Texas in the period of early
statehood generally settled in the towns and on the farms west ofthe Trinity, but
a small colony of Norwegians located in Henderson county in 1846 and a second
group settled near the Kaufman-Van Zandt county line in 1848. 7
Slightly over one-fourth of the East Texans, 27.6 per cent, in this period
were Negro slaves. 8 Ten counties, Bowie, Cass, Cherokee, Harrison, Lamar,
Nacogdoches, Panola, Red River, Rusk, and San Augustine, each had over one
thousand slaves in 1850, but only in Bowie and Harrison did slaves constitute
over ftfty per cent of the total population. One hundred and forty-two of the
state's 397 free blacks also lived in the counties east of the Trinity. Sixty-two of
these free blacks, most members of the Ashworth family, lived in one county,
Jefferson: thirty-one, including perhaps the best known free person of color in
the state, William Goyens, lived in Nacogdoches, and twenty-four lived in
Angelina. 9
Although a majority of East Texans lived on farms and plantations, the
cities and towns were the centers of commercial and cultural activities.
Marshall, county seat of Harrison county, was the largest town east of the
Trinity and the ftfth largest town in the state in 1850. 10 Known as the" Athens of
Ralph A. Wooster is Regents Professor uf Histury at Lamar University, and past
president of the East Texas Historical Association, and of the Texa.~ State Historical
Association.
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East Texas," Marshall was the site of numerous churches l lyceums, two
colleges, Marshall University and the Masonic Female Institute, and the only
public library in East Texas. ll In addition, the Marshall Histrionic Society,
formed in early 1850, gave weekly penormances that were well attended and
received by the local citizenry. 12
Nacogdoches, one of the oldest settlements in Texas. was a town of nearly
500 inhabitants in 1850 and considered by most travelers and visitors one of the
most attractive. The northern traveler Frederick L. Olmsted, who visited the
city in December, 1853, was particularly impressed. "The houses along the road
at the entrance to the village stand in gardens and are neatly painted," he wrote.
"and the first exterior signs of cultivation of mind since the Red River. "13 The
neighboring town of San Augustine, Olmsted found less attractive:
It is a town of perhaps fifty or sixty houses, and halfadozen shops.
Most of the last front upon a central square acre of neglected mud. The
dwellings are clapboarded and of much higher class than
plantation dwellings. As to the people, a resident told us there was but
one man in the town that was not in the constant habit of getting drunk
and that this gentleman relaxed his Puritanic severity during our stay in
view of the fact that Christmas came but once a year. 11 •
Olmsted, ofcourse, visited San Augustine several years after the town had
reached its peak. The Regulator-Moderator feud of the early I840s had taken a
heavy toll on the city's commerce, and, according to William Seale, "the town
never recovered the glory it had built during the early years of the Texas
Republic. "1:; Even so, it is surprising that Olmsted failed to comment upon the
lively cultural and social life of the city or the architectural accomplishments of
New England master carpenter-architect Augustus Phelps in the lovely homes
and commercial establishments of San Augustine. Melinda Rankin, a young
teacher from New England, was much more favorable to San Augustine, of
which she wrote:
Its situation is pleasant, and a good degree oftaste is manifested in
its arrangement. The residences are ornamented with shade trees,
shubbery and flowers, which give the place a very agreeable and
imposing appearance. More attention has been paid to this department
of improvement than is usually seen in Texas. 11l
Clarksville, an educational and agricultural center near the Red River, was
one of the most flourishing towns in Northeast Texas. The home of McKenzie
College, a Female Academy and a Female Institute, Clarksville made a favor-
able impression upon most visitors. 17 One young man not so impressed was
Alfred Thomas Howell, a Tennessean, who wrote "the inhabitants of this
county are generally people of broken fortunes, and they have emigrated here to
build up their losses. They arc bound together only by the tie of interest, and are
friendly only when there is something to be gained."1H Young Howell was
particularly criticial of the morals of the townspeople; "you never saw or heard
of such women. . . . as we have here, swearing and slander is their espeCIal
delight," he wrote. And of the failure to observe the Sabbath, he noted "every
doggery (saloon), billard table. ten-pin-alley is used as much then as at any time
almost. "19
Paris, Palestine, Rusk, Jefferson, Henderson, Tyler, Crockett, Beaumont,
Sabine Pass, and Mt. Pleasant were the other principal East Texas towns, but
their size is difficult to determine as the Federal Census enumerators frequently
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made no distinction between town and rural areas. The Texas Almanac
estimates that Palestine had 2,000 inhabitants and that Paris and Tyler had over
1,000, but these figures undoubtedly include people living outside town. 20 The
printed Federal Census shows only 212 people in Palestine and fails to list Tyler
and Paris among the major towns and cities for 1850. 21 In his diary, Adolphus
Sterne of Nacogdoches, who visited Tyler in 1851. described that town as
"nothing but a country village at best. "22 Crockett, located on the old San
Antonio Road, was a town that impressed few travelers. Amelia Matilda Mur-
ray. maid of honor to Queen Victoria, liked neither the hotel accomodations nor
the manners of the townspeople there, and Edwin Welsh Bush, a young visitorin
1852, thought Crockett to be "a poor looking place" surrounded by worthless
land. 23
Visitors and permanent residents alike agreed that travel in early East
Texas was difficult. Adolphus Sterne noted that the road between Crockett and
Rusk was very bad in the spring of 1851 and Britisher Edward Smith reported
that all the roads of East Texas were primitive. 24 Franklin B. Sexton, a young
lawyer from San Augustine, described poor roads in Newton county in Feb-
ruary, 1850 and complained that high water caused frequent delays and incon-
veniences to the traveler.2~ In his journal Frederick L. Olmsted mentioned not
only poor roads and high water but also noted that wild hogs bothered campers at
night. 26 One visitor, Edward Smith, complained of mosquitoes in the heavily
wooded areas and along the river bottoms of the region. 27 Smith did believe,
however, that Northeast Texas was free of mosquitoes; a view not shared by the
editor of the Clarksville Northern Standard who complained that summer
evenings were spoiled by the presence of mosquitoes. In a bit of levity editor
DeMorse passed on to his readers a receipe that a Yankee friend gave him for
dealing with the mosquito: "Catch a Mosquito, and hold him by the back of his
or her neck until you succeed in opening his or her mouth, then titilate his or her
mouth with Scotch Snuff until he or she sneezes his or her head off. "21:1
Eating and drinking habits of Eas! Texans were mentioned by most visitors.
Amelia Matilda Murray, "the Queen's Lady," observed that milk and butter
were seldom served and that' 'one hardly sees cream in America-never in this
State."29 Edward Smith, on the other hand, reported that "water and thick
buttermilk are drunk universally and in large quantities; but the whiskey drink-
ing habit has arisen from the low price of the article. "30 Frederick Olmsted,
who was generally critical of Texas and Texans, described a meal eaten near
Liberty as consisting of "fresh beef, cornbread, and coffee. "31 He added,
however, that "on a side-table stood a decanter of whiskey out ofwhich all, men
and boys, had a pull on entering."
Britisher Edward Smith was impressed by the high morality and interest in
religion he found in East Texas. "On many occasions," he wrote, "our host
asked a blessing on our food, and sometimes we saw him reading his testament
before entering upon his daily duties, "32 The majority of East Texans he found
were members ofevangelical Protestant congregations, an impression borne out
by census data which shows that of the 220 churches in the counties east of the
Trinity in 1850 one hundred six were Methodist, sixty-three Baptist, and thirty.
six were Presbyterian,33 The census also listed five Christian churches, five
"Free" churches (four in Cherokee and one in Shelby county), three minor
sectarian churches (all in Fannin), one Episcopal and one Roman Catholic (both
in Nacogdoches).
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Education was of vital interest to early East Texans. In addition to the
colleges previously mentioned, there were thirty-fouf academies located in the
counties east of the Trinity in 1850. These institutions, comparable in many
ways to a modern preparatory school of a community college, enrolled over a
thousand pupils in 1850 and employed forty·six teachers. 34 There were also
some 210 public schools in the area, Practically all of these were the one-room,
one teacher variety so common in nineteenth century America, as the census
lists only 213 teachers in the 210 schools. Four thousand two hundred and
ninety-three children were enrolled in these schools; 54.3 per cent of the total
number of students enrolled in Texas public schools in 1850,35
Like the rest of Texas, the counties east of the Trinity depended heavily
upon agriculture. While corn, wheat, rice, and tobacco were grown primarily for
local consumption, cotton was the major export crop in early East Texas. 36
Bowie, Cass, Cherokee, Harrison, Lamar, Rusk, and San Augustine, all
counties with a large slave population, were the major cotton producing
counties, Indeed, Harrison, which produced nearly one-fourth of the cotton in
the area, was the second largest cotton producing county in the state in the early
1850s.
In a scholarly study of slaveholding in Harrison county, Randolph
Campbell has shown how increasingly important slave labor was to the cotton
economy of early East Texas. 37 Slaves were used on both plantations and farms
but the bulk of East Texas cotton was produced on the plantations of the area.
The United States Census for 1850 lists 272 East Texans who owned twenty
slaves or more and could thus properly be classified as "planters." Nearly thirty
per cent of these, 92, lived in Harrison county. as Bowie, with twenty-fouf
planters, and Cass, with twenty-two, were the only other East Texas counties in
which twenty or more planters resided in 1850. Among the particularly large
plantation operations in the early 1850s were those of W. T. Scott, who owned
103 slaves in Harrison county, Willis Whitaker, who owned plantations with
over eighty slaves in Bowie and Cass counties, and Julien Sidney Devereux,
who owned seventy-five slaves on his Monte Verdi plantation in Rusk county. 39
East Texas industry was tied closely to agriculture and timber products. Of
the forty-six saw mills in the area the largest were the Spartan Mill at Sabine Pass
in Jefferson county, the S. J. Richardson Mill of Harrison county, and
Montgomery Wilkerson & Company of Red River county. The Wilkerson Mill
had a capital investment of $23,000, employed eighteen workers, and annually
turned out one million feet of lumber. The Richardson miD of Harrison county,
with a $14,000 capital investment and twelve employees, also had an annual
production of one million reet of lumber. The Spartan Mill at Sabine Pass,
owned and operated by David Bradbury of Galveston and Orin Brown, Isaiah
Ketchum, and Benjamin Granger of Sabine, had a capital investment of only
$12,000 but annually turned out 200,000 more feet of lumber than either the
Wilkerson or Richardson mill. 40
In all, some 133 industrial establishments are listed in the 1850 census
returns for East Texas, These range from tanneries, grist mills, and iron
founderies employing several workers to one-man cabinet, blacksmith, and shoe
shops.41 One of the most versatile East Texas entrepreneurs was Charles
Vinzent, thirty-four year old Rusk county merchant, who maintained a tin shop,
tannery, blacksmith shop, saddlery, and wool cordery in 1850. Vinzent
employed twenty·one workers in his establishments and turned out annual
products whose value was estimated at $44,000. 42
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Merchants such as Vinson, I, D, Thomas and Matthew Cartwright of San
Augustine, S. F. Mosley ofCass, R. F. Mitchell of Cherokee, and T. A. Ford of
Nacogdoches. were leaders in their communities in the early 18505. Lawyers
were also among the leaders of early East Texas society. San Augustine, in
particular, had an array of legal talent, induding in 18500, M, Roberts, J.
Pinckney Henderson, William G. Anderson, and Henry W. Sublett. In all,
fourteen lawyers resided in the town in 1850 - probably more lawyers for its
size than any other town in the state !43 In part this was due to the speculation in
land. William Seale has pointed out that "land transactions called by lawyers,
who took acreage in fee, sometimes amassing giant, though scattered and poorly
surveyed, land inventories. "44
Interest in land was an abiding passion with many early East Texans. The
Seventh U. S. Census lists fifty-seven individuals who owned over $20,000 in
real property in 1850. Among the largest of these landholders were T, Jefferson
Chambers, lawyer from Liberty county and a pioneer Texas settler, Frost
Thorn of Nacogdoches, whose occupation is not listed in the Federal census, C.
C. Mills of Harrison, a wealthy plantation owner, Anthony McCusion, planter
in Lamar county. J. H. Lawrence, physician in Cherokee county, and L. E.
Griffith, physician in Sabine county. all of whom listed $60,000 or more in real
property in 1850,
The majority of East Texans were of course not so fortunate as the.
aforementioned individuals. The typical East Texan was a farmer who owned
only a small tract ofIand which he tilled to produce food for the family table or to
barter for calico, coffee, or floor. Barnes F. Lathrop has found that the median
family holding in real estate for residents of ten to twenty years was only $870
and that about one-half oftbe total real estate holdings in East Texas belonged to
the wealthier 13 percent of the families. 46 Even so. the spirit of the people in the
region remained higb and most East Texans in the early 1850s looked hopefully
to the future. Few could forsee the gathering clouds of conflict that would soon
erupt in a bloody civil war.
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POLITICS AND SOCIETY:
TIlE POPULAR RESPONSE TO POLITICAL RHETORIC
IN TEXAS, 1857·1860
by Billy D. Ledbetter
From 1857 to 1860 fire~eating secessionist rhetoric dominated Texas
politics and helped prepare the way for disunion. Rather than representing an
organized or planned conspiracy, the political rhetoric was part ofa spontaneous
movement to perpetuate the institution of slavery. This movement was
supported by most of the regular Democratic party members, who were steeped
in the states' rights philosophy of government. Their task was to present a
united front to the North, forcing the election ofanother pro-southern President;
if they failed to elect their candidate, the rhetoric of secession would have pre-
pared the way for disunion. Focusing on three significant elections, this paper
illustrates that the people listened to and were influenced by political rhetoric,
but only when it reflected already established beliefs.
Inthe state elections of 1857, Texans seemed to be listening to the rhetoric
of the states rightists and extremists. Strong in their memories were the national
elections of 1856 when Black Republicans had made good showings in the
national congressional elections and had threatened to elect a President. The
Republican menace on the national scene strengthened the Democratic party in
the state. Although it had been loosely organized, the state Democratic party
had, since the beginning of political parties in Texas, been dominated by states'
rightists who justified secession and made it clear that they would not hesitate to
resort to it as a remedy. In 1857, the party held its first fully organized and
representative state political convention for the purpose of nominating a
gubernatorial candidate. The nomination went to Hardin Runnels, who had long
expressed his states' rights philosophy of government as a member and later
speaker of the Texas House of Representatives. His running mate was Francis
R. Lubbock, a long-time supporter of the regular Democratic party and holder
of numerous minor state offices. His approach to government made him
compatible with Runnels to round out the radical ticket. Campaigning on the
party's past stand, Runnels was a southern extremist. l
Opposing Runnels as an independent was Sam Houston, who always
placed the Union above slavery and secession. Having taken an unpopular stand
against such measures as the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Houston knew that the
regular Democratic party, which firmly controlled the state legislature, would
never return him to the United States Senate when his term expired in March
1859. Jesse Grimes, running on the independent ticket with Houston, opposed
Lubbock for the lieutenant governor's office. Houston campaigned vigorously,
making over sixty speeches across the state to justify and explain his pro- Union
stand. Although Houston was a well known military hero, he was soundly
defeated by a vote of 32,522 to 23,628. Lubbock also defeated Grimes, chalking
up even larger margins than Runnels. 2
In elections to the national Congress two regular Democratic candidates
were also chosen to represent Texas. In the eastern congressional district John
H. Reagan, district judge from Palestine, who was later Postmaster General in
Billy D. Ledbetter is an In.~tructorofHistoryat Cooke County Junior College, Gainsville,
Texas
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Jefferson Davis' cabinet, received the regular party nomination on May 13, at
Tyler. His opponent, a Houston supporter, incumbent Lemuel D. Evans, was
running as an independent while professing to be a Union Democrat and
receiving the support of the Know-Nothing party. Evans attacked Reagan, at
times unfairly, for being a disunionist because of his states' rights, regular
Democratic nomination and support. On occasion Reagan's reactions made him
appear to be somewhat more radical than he actually was. Generally. Reagan's
rhetoric was more moderate than that of his Democratic friends. While he
defended the right of secession, he urged preservation of the Union as long as
possible. In the campaign Evans' alleged Know-Nothing affiliation, as well as
his adamant stand for the Union, proved detrimental, while Reagan's united
Democratic support helped insure him victory in the bitterly fought contest. 3
In the western congressional district, Guy M. Bryan, of Brazoria, received
the regular Democratic nomination at Waco. Having served numerous terms in
the state legislature, he had shown himself to be one of the most radical states'
rights men in the state. He had no organized opposition and won with few votes
being cast against him. The regular Democratic party also fielded a complete list
of state house and senate candidates and won most of the seats against scattered
independent opposition. Thus, by a virtual landslide, the regular Democmtic
party dominated every facet of Texas politics. 4
Almost every newspaper in Texas supported the states' rights candidates.
According to the Marshall Texas Republican, twenty-eight papers supported
Runnels, nine supported Houston, and a few were undecided. Even the Austin
Southern Inlelligencer, which became Houston's major supporter two years
later when he again ran for the governor's office, went on record in support of aII
Democratic party nominees and urged its readers to support Runnels rather than
Houston. Numerous influential individuals such as Bryan, Reagan, and Anson
Jones, ex-president of the Republic of Texas, also denounced Houston. The
rhetoric of the campaign against Houston and similar unionists urged that the
political tactic of cooperating with the North would only destroy states' rights
and nltimately endanger slavery. In 1857, the people of Texas believed that the
regular Democratic party best served their interests. 5
On December21, 1857, Elisha M. Pease, governor of Texas 1853-1857, was
replaced by Runnels. Pease had done all in his power to maintain good relations
between the state and the national government and to quiet anti- Union
sentiment in the state. However, the Democratic party interpreted the election
of 1857 as a mandate to take an extreme stand and Runnels' course differed from
that of Pease. He issued ultimatums to the national government and threatened
secession ifhis demands were not met. Throughout his administration he made it
clear that he would not hesitate to lead the state out of the Union if he believed
that the institution of slavery was being threatened. Few southerners expressed
extremist demands on the Kansas question more loudly or with greater
determination than Governor Runnels. In his inaugral address, he demanded
that Kansas be admitted as a slave state and warned that if this demand was not
met the South would be justified in seceding from the Union. On January 20,
1858, he delivered a message concerned entirely with the admission of Kansas,
in which he predicted that if the North refused to admit Kansas with its slave
constitution, "the time will have come when the Southern states should look to
themselves for the means of maintaining their future security. 11 Then the Texas
state legislature began to set up the machinery for secession. It empowered the
governor to call an election of delegates to a slave state convention; or if Texas
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needed to act alone, the governor could convene the legislature to call a special
state convention, Following the lead of Runnels, newspapers and prominent
political figures openly talked of disunion, usually not as an immediate course of
action, but rather as an alternative if the South lost control of the national
government as it would if a Black Republican were ever elected to the
presidency.6
During Runnels' administration the rhetoric and actions of political leaders
and of Texas newspapers became too extreme for most Texans and a
conservative reaction developed among the people. Runnels and his party
moved too fast for the people, resulting in defeat in 1859. Especially important in
alarming the people of the state was the party's attitude toward the reopening of
the African slave trade. In November 1857, after Runnels' election but before
his inaugural, John Henry Brown, the representative from Galveston who was
later editor of the Belton Democrat, introduced into the state house of
representatives a resolution to petition the United States Congress to reopen the
slave trade. The resolution was referred to the Committee on Slaves and
Slavery, which was chaired by Brown. The committee returned its report a
month later, after the inaugural of Runnels. Although most of the committee
members personally favored reopening the African slave trade, the report
recommended that no petition be sent to Congress making such a demand. Their
reasoning was that to renew the controversy would cause adverse reaction from
the North. Opposing agitation to open the trade for practical, not humane or
moral reasons, the committee ordered 10,000 copies of the report published for
distribution across the state. 7
Although the state legislature did not approve petitioning Congress to
re-open the slave trade, the more radical and less compromising element ofthe
party continued the agitation, in spite of the trouble that it might cause. During
the following year, Texas newspapers intensified the demand for re-opening the
trade. To those who believed "that slavery is both just and expedient, and that it
is in accordance with divine law, and that it is a moral, social, and political
blessing," wrote John Marshall, editor of the State Gazette, the slave trade
could not be wrong. The Galveston Weekly News contended that "slavery and
the slave trade stand on precisely the same basis, and that the same arguments
that condemn the latter will equally condemn the former. . . . The admission
that the slave trade, when properly conducted, is a moral evil, is fatal to the
institution of slavery itself." Contending that the Negro was better off as a slave
in the Christian South than in the wilds of Africa, these agitators seemed
determined to make the North accept even this ugliest phase of the institution. 8
Agitation to reopen the African slave trade played a vital role in the election
of1859. From May 2 through May 5,1859, the state Democratic convention met
in Houston to adopt a platform and nominate candidates for the upcoming state
elections_ In this convention, agitation to reopen the slave trade reached its peak
with the attempt of the radicals to make it a part of the party platform. After
much discussion, the party rejected a resolution to reopen the African slave
Irade by the large majority of 228 to 81. Although many party delegates wanted
to reopen the trade, they realized by this time that their demands would only
cause trouble for the South and weaken the party's position in the state, since
public opinion opposed needless agitation. Even Louis T. Wigfall, Texas' most
vocal advocate of disunion and soon to be United State Senator, opposed slave
trade agitation at this time, though he had openly supported the trade. Thus, the
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party did not officially take a stand in favor of the slave trade, but Texans knew
that many party members had favored it. Runnels had supported the movement,
and Texans had connected the agitation with the party. 9
Were the people of Texas listening to the rhetoric of Union or disunion'!
This was the questaD to be answered in the gubernatorial election of 1859.
Hardin Runnels and Francis Lubbock were again the candidates of the state
Democratic party. Opposing them was Sam HOllston, running as an
independent again, with Edward Clark as his running mate. In announcing his
candidacy, Houston said, "The Constitution and the Union embrace the
principles by which I will be governed if elected. They comprehend all the old
Jacksonian National Democracy I ever professed or officially practised."
Creating needless agitation, Runnels openly defended the right of secession, and
many Texans feared that he might lead the state out of the Union. As the issues
were clear to the voters of Texas, Houston refused to campaign actively, making
only one speech in 1859, whereas he had made over sixty two years before. That
he stood strongly for the Union and that Runnels did not was made clear without
extensive campaign rhetoric. 1 ()
Except for Houston's refusal to campaign, the election preparation
resembled that of 1857, with most newspapers supporting the Democratic
ticket. Runnels received support from the most prominent newspapers, among
them the Dallas Herald, Austin Texas State Gazette, Marshall Texas
Republican, and Clarksville Northern Standard. The two major supporters of
Houston, the Marshall Harrison Flag and the Austin Southern Intelligencer,
both were overshadowed in their respective cities by a major press supporting
the Democratic ticket. Thus most of the rhetoric Texans were exposed to in this
election was that of the extrell1e states' rightists, the rhetoric that seemed to
justify and threaten secession. 1 I
Even before the election, several prominent Texans noticed a conservative
reaction to the party's radicalism. Soon after the Democratic convention, but
before Houston announced his candidacy, Elisha M. Pease speculated that if
Houston chose to run he would win with ease. The ex-governor contended that
more than three-fourths ofthe people ofTexas did not believe that the delegates
in Houston supported their best interests, especially with regard to the African
slave trade. Agreeing with Pease, Ferdinand Flake, editor of the Galveston
German newspaper Die Union, perceived that the dominant forces in the
Democratic party were not representative of the Texas people. He further
contended that the delegates meeting in Houston actually did want to reopen the
African slave trade and that their candidates were too radical to adhere to their
adopted platform. Nor were Texans fooled by the convention, observed Flake.
speculating that the people recognized the radicalism of the Democrats and that
any good candidate could beat their nominee. To the people of Texas, claimed
the Southern Intelligencer, Runnels and his party supported "the African slave
trade, secession, and disunion." and Houston opposed all three. 12
Although thousands of Texans had to change their decision of 1857, their
choice was clear and the victory and easy one for Houston. The Old Warrior,
who had lost the election in 1857 by almost 9,000 votes won in 1859by almost the
same number, the final count being 36,227 to 27,500. Edward Clark won over
Lubbock by a small margin. The election had revolved around the issue of
Union versus disunion. the voters ofTexas chose Houston and the Union. 13 His
victory cannot be attributed to his popularity in the state nor to his reputation as
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a military hero since he was overwhelmingly defeated just two years before.
Neither can his victory be explained in terms of voter response to political
rhetoric since most newspapers and influential political1eaders and supported
Runnels. Voters had, in fact, responded adversely to the political rhetoric of
extremism.
Not only did the disunionist element in the state suffer severe losses with
the victories of Houston and Clark, but its candidates for both congressional
districts in 1859 were also defeated. General T, N. Waul, a lawyer of distinction
from the southwestern part of the state and a strong states' rights advocate,
received the western district nomination at a convention also held in Houston.
His opponent was an independent, Andrew J. Hamilton, ex-attorney general
and state legislator, who was provisional governor of Texas immediately after
the Civil War. As a strong Union man, he opposed the ultra Democratic party
for the same reasons that Houston did, and the two men complemented and
supported each other in the election. 14
The Democratic congressional nomination for the eastern district was held
in Henderson on May 2. Incumbent John Reagan announced for reelection prior
to the convention, and the party had little choice but to nominate him, since he
was likely to win with or without their blessings. By this time Reagan had
become unacceptable to many Democrats, especially the extreme states'
rightists. He had published a circular letter stating that he was totally opposed to
reopening the African slave trade and to any wild schemes undertaken to expand
slavery to promote southern interests. As opposed to the fire-eaters of the state
as he was to the abolitionists ofthe North, he contended that he was first a Union
man, who would do all in his power to prevent secession, as long as the North did
not deny the South its constitutional rights, He realized that extreme measures
on either side, the North or the South, could tear the nation apart. Although
Reagan had been elected in 1857 with party support, this time his nomination
caused a split in Democratic ranks. Because of Reagan's pro-Union policies, a
number of radical states' rightists from the eastern part of the state bolted the
convention and nominated Judge William B. Ochiltree, of Nacogdoches. He
was a former Whig and had been briefly associated with the Know Nothing
party, but by 1859, he was a staunch states' rightist and a well established
member of the radical wing of the party. When the election results were in, both
Hamilton and Reagan were victorious, largely because of their strong Union
stand; in these elections, too, the rhetoric of disunion had failed. Most Texans
believed in the right of secession, but until slavery was really threatened they
would not attempt it, and no amount of political rhetoric could remold their way
of thinking. 15
Smarting from the Unionist victories in the August elections. the
Democratic party, whose members still controlled the state legislature, were
determined to even the score with their opponents. The best retaliation seemed
to be to elect the most radical candidate available to the United States Senate
seat which had to be filled When the legislature met in the fall. Louis T. Wigfall
was the obvious choice: he had long served the radicals and his election would
show the nation where the sentiments of the Texas Democrats lay. His
newspaper support-especially from the Dallas Herald and the Marhsall Texas
Republican - was strong, and he had no strong, organized opposition. Backed
by a Democratic party caucus, he was elected by a narrow margin after a bitter
fight on December 5, 1859. His election was hailed as a mighty victory by the
Democratic party and by most important newspapers across the state.
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Nevertheless, the radical's election did not indicate that majority sentiment in
the state had shifted." Throughout 1859 and early 1860, most Texans probably
still approved of Houston, whose rhetoric remained consistently pro· Union.
But later in 1860 national events changed their position; during the presidential
campaign and election of that year secession rhetoric began to appeal to the
masses.
Since Texans had already decided that they could not remain a part of a
union controlled by an anti-slavery president, election of a pro-southern man
seemed essential in 1860 to avoid southern secession. As time for the national
Democratic nominating convention drew near, Texans were as determined as
any other southern Democrats to force the nomination of a candidate with
southern sentiments, hoping that enough northern Democrats would support
him to win the election. The state Democratic convention remained in the hands
Qfthe strong states' rightist element, who had still not recovered from their past
August defeat and were more adamant than ever in pro-southern demands. The
unionist sentiment was not adequately represented, and the states' rightists
were enthusiastic about their chances to redeem their recent defeat. 17
The Democratic state convention assembled at noon on April 2 and
remained in session until the fifth of the month. Since this was an even numbered
year, only the attorney general, comptroller, and treasurer would be nominated
for state offices; but it was the most important convention to date. Apart from
the regular nominations and general party business, the delegates had to adopt a
platform and choose delegates to the national Democratic convention, which
was to meet in Charleston three weeks later. The rhetoric of John Marshall,
chairman ofthe state convention, who addressed the convention on the opening
day, set the tone for the meeting. He believed that the Black Republican party
desired to destroy the institution of slavery and pleaded for the slaveholding
states to present a united front to prevent this possibility. The South, he
contended, must make its demands clear and stand by them. Having served in
1857 as the president of the Texas state Democratic centml committee and
since 1858 as chairman of the Democratic state convention, Marshall was one
of the party's leading policy makers and one of the most radical men in the
state. IS
After making nominations for state officers, the delegates got down to the
serious business of adopting a platform, choosing delegates to the Charleston
convention, and choosing the Democratic electors for the presidential election.
The rhetoric of the platform, as well as of the party leaders, was more radical
than it had been in the presidential election of 1856. The earlier convention had
adopted the Cincinnati Platform, insisting that the national government had no
right to interfere with slavery in the territories, but the platform of 1860 went
further. Although it still upheld the Cincinnati Platform, it now interpreted that
platform to mean that the national government's duty was to protect slavery in
the territories. Texas Democratis made a explicit denial of the popular
sovereignty interpretation in their platform, making it clear that Texans would
not compromise with northern Democrats. 19
The rhetoric of the party convention also prepared the way for secession.
Its platform asserted that a state, expecially Texas, which had been a sovereign
nation prior to annexation, had the right to secede from the Union whenever it
believed that its constitutional rights were being violated. According to the
Democrats, since Texas had joined the Union voluntarily and peacefully,
parting "with no portion of her sovereignty, but merely chang[ing] the agent
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through whom she should exercise some of the powers appertaining to it," the
state could leave the Union and resume its position as a sovereign nation. The
platform also expressed Texans' fear of the Black Republicans, urging that if a
Republican were elected President, Texas should meet with her sister
slaveholding states and decide what action should be taken. 20
The wording of the last part of the platform was the rhetoric ofracism, with
which most white Texans were much in tune. It reiterated Texans' belief in the
supremacy of the white race over the black and contended that slavery was the
only means of continuing harmonious race relations. Fear of the Republican
party stemmed from Texans' belief that it would destroy this relationship.
We regard any effort by the Black Republican party to disturb the
happily existing subordinate condition oUhe negro race in the South, as
violative of the organic act guaranteeing the supremacy of the white
race, and any political action which proposes to invest negroes with
equal, social, and political equality with the white race, as an infraction
of those wise and wholesome distinctions of nature, which all
experience teaches, were established to ensure the prosperity and
happiness of each race.
Any effort to elevate the Negro race WOUld, they believed, merely degrade the
white race. The government was designed to benefit the Caucasian race, and
slavery' 'constitutes the only true, natural and harmonious relationship in which
the otherwise antagonistic races can live together. "21
After the platform had been approved, the convention nominated eight
delegates to the national Democratic convention, which was to convene on
April 23, 1860. These eight delegates were more radical than the average Texan,
being among the most staunch states' rightists in the party. The four delegates
chosen from the eastern congressional district were Hardin Runnels, Elkanah
Greer, F. F. Foscue, and Richard B. Hubbard. The delegate$ from the western
congressional district were Francis R. Lubbock, Guy M. Bryan. Fletcher F.
Stockdale, and Joseph F. Crosby. Most of these men were prominent political
figures in the state, leaders in the secession movement. and later staunch
supporters of the Confederacy. 22
Once in Charleston. these delegates witnessed the breakup of the
Democratic party. Southerners demanded a platform guaranteeing that
Congress would protect slavery in the territories. When this demand was not
met, most of them bolted from the convention, including all of the Texas
delegates. Those remaining adjourned without nominating a candidate, but
agreed to reconvene in Baltimore on June 18. The northern Democrats were
determined to nominate Stephen Douglas and adopt. a popular sovereignty
platform, while southern Democrats were determined to accept neither him nor
his platform. Reconvening in Baltimore failed to help the southern cause, as
again most of the southern delegates left the convention. This time, however,
the northern delegates nominated Douglas and adopted his platform. The
southern delegates met, adopted the Alabama platform which would guarantee
slavery in the territories, and nominated John C. Breckinridge as their standard
bearer. The Constitutional Union party was organized and nominated John Bell,
but it only further split the Democratic vote. With the breakup of the
Democratic party, the Republicans were virtually assured of the presidential
victory in IS60. 2;)
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Texans overwhelmingly supported the action of their delegates in
Charleston and Baltimore. Even before the Charleston convention, several
county conventions had urged the delegates to demand a pro-slavery candidate
and a platform that would guarantee the expansion of slavery and to refuse
acceptance of Douglas and the popular sovereignty platform. After Charleston,
most newspapers supported the bolt and insisted that the delegates stand by
their position. Then after Baltimore countless mass meetings, newspapers, and
states' rights politicians overwhelmingly supported the delegates and praised
them for leaving the convention. 24
For the first time since the election of 1857, the rank and file in Texas turned
back to the state Democratic party for leadership, listening carefully to their
rhetoric as the crisis approached. Since Texans believed that Douglas' squatter
sovereignty platform would have the same effect in limiting slavery as thatofthe
Black Republicans, they overwhelmingly supported the sou them branch of the
party. Thus the radical states' rightists, who had long indicated that they had no
opposition to disunion, began to attract a large following in the state. Rhetoric
that had been too radical the year before now seemedjustified. The real crisis lay
just around the comer, and Texans began preparing for the election of a Black
Republican. 25
In Texas the campaign during the summer of 1860 was not really an attempt
to elect a President but rather to show the North where the sentiments of the
state lay. The Breckinridge forces, who had an overwhelming majority in the
state from the very first, realized that their nominee could not be elected as long
as the field was occupied by four candidates; but they believed that they should
show the North that Texans were united on the southern Democratic platform
and would leave the Union if slavery were not guaranteed in the territories. The
forces supporting Bell also realized that their candidate had no chance unless the
number of candidates was reduced, but they wished to show the nation that they
were willing to compromise, or at least delay a showdown on the slavery issue,
since their platform was nomcommittal. The campaign picture in Texas was
somewhat confused by the nomination of Houston as a second Union candidate
with the hope that all anti-Lincoln candidates would withdraw and support him.
However, Houston withdrew his name from consideration in August. 26
As the election drew near and the victory of a Black Republican seemed
inevitable, almost everyone stressed the right of secession. Generally, the
Breckinridge supporters took the position that secession was a right that should
be exercised if Lincoln were elected; threats of secession marked their campaign
rhetoric. The Bell men, along with the small number of Douglas followers,
generally defended the right of secession, but argued that Lincoln's election was
not ample justification to exercise that right. Since Lincoln had said that he
would not interfere with slavery where it existed, these people would wait for an
"overt act"' against the institution. The campaign and the election proved that
the vast majority of Texans, regardless of their political affiliation, at least
believed in the abstract right of secession. 27
For many years, Texans had accepted secession as a suitable alternative if
it ever became necessary to preserve their institution of slavery _This attitude
had not been sold to the people by political rhetoric; the rhetoric probably
reinforced their beliefs, but it was their overwhelming support for slavery that
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led them into secession. In 1860, even before presidential nominations had been
made, the Galveston Civilian and Gazette summed up Texans' sentiments
when it stated:
We have uniformly opposed, and still oppose secession and disunion in
any shape, under past or existing circumstances, but we have never
denied that right to resort to these desperate remedies. The right of
revolution, by whatever name it is called, is inherent and inalienable. To
declare its existance does not strengthen it; and to deny it does not
destroy it. 28
Even strong unionists, for the most part, felt that secession under certain
conditions was justified. Shortly before the election of 1860, William E. Burnet
wrote his father, ex-president ofthe Republic, "A dissolution ofthe Union is, to
my mind, the greatest evil that can befall this country; and nothing short ofactual
and continued oppression by one pnrtion of Ihe counlry over the olher can
justify it." John Reagan, whose election to the House of Representatives the
previous year was hailed across the nation as a victory for the Union, believed
that if Lincoln were elected the South should adopt' 'such a course as will secure
out rights, in the Union, if we can, but out of it if we must." Texans generally
favored both slavery and the Union, but were quick to choose the former over
the latter. 29
With even moderates and unionists defending the right of secession, the
radicals loudly, frequently, and openly advocated disunion. Louis T. Wigfall
actually looked forward to secession if the southern concept of constitutional
rights was violated. He contended that he would mther see the nation "blown
into as many fragments and particles as gunpowder could scatter a glass vase,"
than see the South denied its domestic institutions. Across the state men like
William S. Oldham, who was later chosen to the Confederate Senate along with
Wigfall, did all in their power to destory the effects of Houston's anti·secession
speeches. Oldham, campaigning for Breckinridge, told his audiences that "The
people of each state compose a political community effectively and efficiently
commanded and controlled by the people. The people of any state. having the
right to choose their own destiny, could secede anytime that they felt their
constitutional rights had been violated." Guy M. Bryan told his listeners at a
Democratic meeting that if Lincoln were elected he would' 'visit every county
and speak from every stump in the state to counsel people not to submit but to
dissolve the Union." As Texas newspapers printed numerous editorials
defending the right of secession, the major issue that the campaign of 1860
presented to Texans involved deciding what action they should take if Lincoln
were elected. Again the issue was one of Union or disunion. If Lincoln were
elected the people believed that their greatest fear-emancipation of
slaves-would become a reality. As they faced the possibility of abolition,
Texans made it clear that they would secede rather than allow an abolitionist to
take office. 30
Naturally, the Democratic party press in Texas staunchly supported the
southern Democratic candidate, Breckinridge. Such influential papers as the
Austin Texas State Gazette, Galveston Weekly News, San Antonio Herald,
Marshall Texas Republican, and Clarksville Northern Standard all carried
Breckinridge as their candidate. In addition, a large majority ofall newspapers in
the state supported the southern Democratic candidate. Attempting to convince
Texans that "The Black Republican party are [sic] working for sectional
supremacy, and the extinction of slavery," these papers argued that the South
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must support Breckinridge to show the North that it would not accept such a
party's elevation to the presidency. There was never any doubt that he would
carry the state, and by the last couple of months of the campaign, there was no
doubt that he would not win the presidency; but Texans were urged to vote for
the southern candidate to prove their support of slavery and southern rights.
Immediately prior to the election, the Breckinridge organs were admitting
defeat, but rhetorically pleading for votes to indicate the feelings of the state.
In addition to their strong newspaper ~upport, the Brcckinridge forces held
mass meetings, gave barbecues, and staged public debates in which the rhetoric
of secession prevailed. As early as July, Wigfall, while campaigning for
Breckinridge in the northwestern part of the state, pointed out that neither Bell
nor Douglas could possibly be elected, nor could Breckinridge without northern
support, which he was not likely to get. Wigfall's only hope was that a near
unanimous front in the South for Breckinridge combined wilh threat of secession
might draw the northern conservatives into his camp to keep the South from
leaving the Union. However, he had little real faith that this would happen; the
real purpose of his campaign rhetoric was to convince Texans of the need for
secession,32
Supporting Breckinridge and demanding secession if their candidate failed
to be elected, the Texas Democratic party increased its support and political
rhetoric as the election. approached, lessening the possibility that Bell might
even make a respectable showing. In Texas, the anti-Breckinridge forces
actually had less chance of defeating the southern Democrat than in any other
state in the South. Realizing that their chances were slim, the unionists
attempted to form a fusion ticket which would allow electors to cast votes for the
candidate most likely to defeat Lincoln, but the movement got little support.
When the votes came in on November 6, 1860,47,584 Texans had voted for
Breckinridge and only 15,438 for the fusion ticket, giving Breckinridge over 75
per cent of the votes cast, a considerably larger percentage than he received in
any other state. Nationwide, Lincoln received 180 electoral votes, 28 more than
were necessary for election. With support coming entirely from the free states,
he was to become leader of the nation on March 4, 1861. 33
The die was cast; after the election of Lincoln there was no doubt that Texas
would leave the Union. The secessionists had to circumvent the unionist
governor, Houston, but with the support of the people, this was accomplished,
and a specially elected convention passed a secession ordinance. which the
people of Texas approved by a three to one majority. The rhetoric of secession
had not changed significantly as the crisis of 1860 drew near, but the attitudes of
the people had. Therefore, the rhetoric does not seem to have been the decisive
factor in Texans' determination to leave the Union. Texans listened to the
political rhetoric only when it expressed their sentiments, as the elections of
1859 clearly indicate. But now an overwhelming majority agreed with the
radicals, not because their rhetoric was convincing, but rather because the
election of a Black Republican meant-sooner or later-the abolition of slavery
in the South. Out of the Union they might have a chance to keep their peculiar
institution; in it they saw none.
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THE FOUNDING OF A PORT CITY:
PORT ARmUR, TEXAS
by John R. Rochelle
Arthur Edward Stilwell, spiritualist, author of several books, railroad
promoter and town developer was responsible for the creation ofa major seaport
on the shores of Sabine Lake. 1 As founder of the Kansas City Belt Line
Railroad, the Kansas City Southern Railroad, and the Kansas City, Mexico and
Orient Railroad, Stilwell constructed over 2000 miles of railway and
established 30 communities. His most outstanding accomplishment was to link
Kansas City, Missouri with Port Arthur, Texas, a town which he named for
himself.
Since his childhood days in Rochester, New York, Stilwell was captivated
by the activities of his grandfather Hamblin Stilwell, a promient businessman
and politician in Rochester and a personal acquaintance of George Pullman, the
railroad car manufacturer. On one occasion, Stilwell recalled in a letter to
Pullman his early desire to emulate his grandfather, to move West and start
"some great enterprise."2 A restless individual who held several positions,
Stilwell quit a job with the Traveler's Insurance Company of Hartford,
Connecticut, and moved to Kansas City, Missouri during the mid-1880s.
Soon after his arrival, Stilwell created the Real Estate Trust Company to
finance a venture in cheap home construction. Since his houses were built
primarily for the working class, Stilwell initiated a system of repayment based on
an installment plan; apparently the mortgage was secured by an endowment
insurance policy. With his usual flair for promotion, Stilwell told reporters that
"you can live in your endowment policy and raise chickens in its back yard. "3
His opportunity to entcr the railroad business came in 1886 when he met E. L.
Martin, a director of several banks and former mayor of Kansas City. Martin
explained that he held a franchise to build a belt line railroad around the eastern
and southern parts of Kansas City, Missouri. He asked Stilwell to assist him in
getting it started. Stilwell immediately accepted and rushed eastward to
persuade wealthy Philadelphia investors to subscribe to railroad bonds. With
$3,000,000 in new capital, the Kansas City Belt Line Railroad was finished in
1891; its completion launched Stilwell into the world of railroad enterprise. 4
Before completion of the Belt Line Railroad, agricultural enterprise in the
Middle West had suffered from crop failures, depressions, and discriminatory
railroad practices. In fact, with the prospect of little profit, many farmers often
burned their corn for fuel.:; But the potentiality for Kansas City to become a true
grain. meatwpacking, and lumber center greatly impressed Stilwell. 6
Undoubtedly he was caught up in an earlier enthusiasm of Kansas City-the
Gulf Movement. One of the city's oldest dreams, the Gulf Movement, was
predicated on the idea that the city desperately needed direct access to a
shipping outlet on the Gulf of Mexico. As the argument went, the monopolistic
Eastern railroad network must be circumvented. It was nearly fourteen hundred
miles by rail from Kansas City to the Atlantic ports. Ifa more direct rail route to
Gulf ports, located only eight to nine hundred miles to the south could be built,
then the business community and farmers of the Middle West stood to save
John R. Rochelle hi affliated with the Department of Social Sciences, Nichols State
Unh'ersity, Thibodaux, Louisiana.
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money on transportation costs. 7 Members of the Kansas City Board of Trade,
largely responsible for the Gulf Movement, estimated that farmers could ship
grain to Europe by New Orleans for thirty-two and half cents a bushel less than
by way of New York. Savings on corn or wheat would be about twenty-five
cents per bushel. During the heyday ofthe Gulf Movement in lbe 1880s, several
railroads were formed to link Kansas City with Sabine Pass, yet none of these
early ventures were successful. S
After 1891, Stilwell's railroad activities entered a different phase. He began
to extend his line southward through Missouri. Still, his plans appeared rather
ill-defined until January 26, 1893 when lbe Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf
Railroad was chartered to build through Pt. Smith, Arkansas to the Gulf of
Mexico. As the K. P. & G. built southward through Arkansas and Louisiana,
Stilwell promoted towns and businesses that could contribute to the railroad's
overall business. For example, he promoted strawberry cultivation in Arkansas
and lumber milling in Louisiana. As new towns sprang up along the tracks,
Stilwell named some of these-DeQueen and Vandervoort in Arkansas and
Zwolle, DeQuincy, and DeRidder in Louisiana-for the K. P. & G.'s Dutch
investors. lI
Stilwell often claimed in later publications, especially in his autobiography,
that "spirits" or "brownies" helped him to make important decisions. 10
Although he claimed clairvoyant powers, actually Stilwell's reliance upon the
supernatural was never as great as he maintained. For example, his decision to
locate the K. P. & G.'s railroad terminal on Sabine Lake was based on
engineer's studies, weather reports, and a personal visit to the area of Sabine
Lake. II
During the late summer of 1895, Stilwell made his first trip to Sabine Pass.
Among his traveling companions was Robert Gillham, the company engineer
employed in July, 1895 to study the feasibility oflocating deep-water facilities in
the vicinity of Sabine Lake. Unimpressed by the terrain at Sabine Pass, Stilwell
was worried by the fact that most of the land around Sabine Pass was owned by
two New York bankers, Luther and Herman Kountze. who were asking a price
that he was unwilling to pay, More important. Gillham's reports convinced
Stilwell that the site for his railroad terminal, port facilities, and future town
must be located inland. Even though the government had dredged a twenty-four
foot deep channel through the Pass, Gillham ruled it out as a possible site due to
the danger of high tides, the presence ofa destructive sea worm, the teredo, and
the unattractiveness of the place for promoting a townsite, Gillham concluded
that an inland port connected with the Gulf by a canal would be better than
Sabine Pass. On his return trip, Stilwell selected a site along the western shore of
Sabine Lake near the mouth of Taylor's Bayou,12
The Port Arthur Townsite and Land Company, a subsidiary of the K. P. &
G., publicized the new town of Port Arthur throughout the country. Advertised
extensively in newspapers and pamphlets, the townsite attracted settlers from as
far away as Kansas, Iowa, and Minnesota. New arrivals found a sprawling tent
city, complete with a community dining hall and smaller tents for sleeping. The
main thoroughfare, Procter Street, W:lS nothing more than a dirt lane defined by
plowed furrows for drainage, 13
To induce businessmen and settlers to visit the town, the railroad built a
spacious three story hotel with seventy rooms surrounded by a tropical garden,
The Hotel Sabine built in 1896 offered newcomers a welcomed-haven from the
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hordes of mosquitoes that descended upon those living in tents. Early social and
recreational life of Port Arth ur focused on the Pleasure Pier, a two thousand foot
pier built over the lake. Its open-air restaurant specialized in serving the
abundant fish and oysters found nearby. Other entertainment features included
bars, bowling alleys, shooting galleries, and a landing for sailboats. 14 The
Natatorium became another popular place where bathers could swim in waters
fed by artesian wells. On April 5, 1897. the first ofa series of excursion trains left
Kansas City for Port Arthur; the passengers furnished with a free fare were
entertained lavishly with orchestras and a menu featuring quail and
strawberries. t5
With the town established and work on the port facilities proceeding
smoothly, the success of Port Arthur as a port depended on the completion of
the deep-water canal. This phase ofStilwell's master scheme almost met defeat.
Luther and Herman Kountze, wealthy and politically-influential New York
bankers who sought to develop Sabine Pass into a larger port, conducted a
vigorous legal and political struggle against the K. P. & G. for over two years. lfi
Though Stilwell might have exaggeraled his legal struggle with the Kountzes as
one of the "bitterest ever known to the Southwest,"11 the prolonged hassel
generated a great deal of animosity between Port Arthur and Sabine Pass which
lasted for more than a decade.
The Port Arthur Channel and Dock Company's work on the canal from the
government channel at Sabine Pass across the waters of Sabine Lake to Taylor's
Bayou was stopped frequently by court actions and orders from the War
Department. Sabine Pass interests claimed that the company had failed to
secure the permission of the Secretary of War and that the dredging ofthe canal
would cause silt to be deposited in the government channel at the Pass. These
early complaints kept the canal issue before the Secretary of War, Russel A.
Alger, and the Chiefof the Army Corps of Engineers, John M. Wilson, until the
fall of 1898. Due to objections that the lake route would jeopardize the
government work at Sabine Pass, the Channel and Dock Company's engineers
decided to construct the canal inland along the western side of Sabine Lake. 18
Most of the land adjacent to the lakeshore south of Taylor's Bayou was
owned by the Channel and Dock Company, but right in the path ofthe proposed
canal lay a neck of landjutting into the lake called Mesquite Point. It was owned
by interests friendly to the Kountzes who opposed the building of the canal. 19
"So here we were with the scrap on our hands, with all our hard work for days
and months tottering," Stilwell wrote, "because we hadn't thought to buy up
this property as one ofourtirst acts. ":Ill Contracts had been let to dredge the ship
channel, but under the existing laws the company did not have the power to
acquire a sufficient right-of-way. Consequently, the work came to a standstill.
The railroad took its problem to the Texas Legislature and was successful in
obtaining the passage of an act in March, 1897, granting the right of eminent
domain which would enable Stilwell to acquire an adequate right-of-way.21 A
flurry of injunctions and court actions arose from this maneuver which
encumbered the construction until January, 1899. Latham Davis, who owned
one-eighth interest in land the canal was to cross, sought to prevent the company
from dredging through his land because "irreparable damage" would result. The
United States Circuit Court of Appeals at New Orleans decided in May, 1898,
that since Davis' co-owners of the land had already accepted less than six dollars
an acre for land that was marshy, uninhabitable, and non-productive, then Davis
would not suffer "irreparable damage. "22
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Two months before the Davis decision, Charles T. Crary, a land owner at
Sabine Pass and a representative ufthe Kountzes, began a series of legal moves
which challenged and legality of a navigation company's right of eminent
domain. 23 The Texas Supreme Court, in Crary v. Port Arthur Channel and Dock
Company, dealt the Kountzes another defeat in their spirited legal battle. Chief
Justice R. R. Gaines explained that disastrous storms such as the hurricane of
1886 had caused a great loss of life and destroyed a principal seaport and
convinced "our legislators of the danger of building up towns upon our low-lying
coast. "24 Therefore, the legislature had adopted a policy of encouraging the
development of inland ports joined to the sea by deep-water canals. Th is meant
that dredges would have to cross land and tide-water. Under the laws passed in
1887, and amended in 1895 and 1897, the right of eminent domain was granted to
corporations engaged in the construction of canals for the purpose of irrigation.
navigation, and manufacturing. The Supreme Court ruled that the Port Arthur
Channel and Dock Company was properly organized and could condemn
property.25
A more complicated part of the controversy between Port Arthur and
Sabine Pass involved the War Department. First, the Kountze interests had
charged that the Channel and Dock Company had failed to obtain permiss.ion to
dredge its canal. When this charge was disproved, they claimed that the route
across Mesquite Point threatened to ruin the costly work of the government at
Sabine Pass. B. D. Crary, Vice-President of the Sabine Land and Improvement
Company, emphasized the geographical importance of two peninsulas of land
known as Mesquite Point and Blue Buck Point. These two land masses at the
southern end of the lake served to hold back the mud and silt of the lake from
filling up the Pass. Promoters of the canal proposed to turn the waters of
Taylor's Bayou into the Pass which would bring silt down from that stream.
Moreover, Crary warned, "destroy Mesquite Point and you destory Sabine
Harbor and the towns of Sabine Pass. "26 Additional reports of the local U. S.
engineer, Major James B. Quinn, at Sabine Pass in April, 1897, asserted that
dredging along the proposed route was permissible, ifit did not interfere with the
riparian rights of the owners. However. Quinn explained that the company had
made no provision to prevent erosion of the spoil banks on the lakeside. 27
Secretary of War Alger, uncertain ofhis legal authority in the canal dispute.
told Attorney-General Joseph Kenna that the company planned to provide a
place for the spoil, but that Sabine Pass interests argued that he had no authority
to pass on the matter. The Attorney-General assured Alger that he did have
legal authority over the canal. By March, 1898, the company assured the
government that revetments would be built to contain the spoil. Robert Gillham
notified the Chief of the Army Engineers, John M. Wilson, that enlarging the
mouth of Taylor's Bayou would prevent large deposits of silt from filling up the
government channel. Wilson upheld his view and on August 4, 1898, the Port
Arthur Herald reported that the War Department was withdrawing all
opposition to the canal. 28
The final act in the confrontation between Port Arthur and Sabine Pass
interests took place on Saturday morning, March 19, 1899. George M. Craig,
manager of the Townsite and Land Campany. observed a govemment launch
approaching the landing near the Hotel Sabine. He su~pected that another
injunction was forthcoming and told Robert Gillham to leave town since he was
the Channel and Dock Company's representative. When Charles Quinn, the
government engineer, landed, Craig took him to the hotel and plied him with
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cigars and drinks for an hour. Eventually, Quinn presented the suspected
injunction that would halt the work once again and immediately departed to halt
the dredge captains. Craig soon appeared and offered each crew $200 in gold to
finish by dawn which they did. The next day Quinn arrived and demanded an
explanation for this action. Craig replied, "Charley, you served your papers on
the wrong man, I have no connection with the Port Arthur Canal and Dock
Company." 29
On March 25 some five thousand people attended a celebration held in Port
Arthur with visitors coming from as far away as California and Michigan. Tn the
flotilla of celebrants that steamed down the canal were officials ufthe K. P. & G.
and governors of several Southwestern states. Music by the Third Regiment
Band of Kansas City added to the spirit of the occasion. An embarrassing hitch
developed when the barge Harl'ey, with the band and the governors of Kansas
and Arkansas, went aground momentarily. The Port Arthur Herald reported
that this embarrassment was not due to the lack of water; the tugboat pilot had
missed the channel. A seven gun salute marked the flotilla's progress down the
canal, seven shots for the seven miles of canal dredged. Speeches near the gaily
decorated dredges and Lighthouse filled the better part of the day. The evening
ended with a fireworks display and dancing to the music of the military band.
Five months later when a twenty-five foot depth was obtained, the British
freighter 51. Oswald steamed through the Port Arthur Canal on Sunday
afternoon, August 13, 1899, marking the real beginning of Port Arthur as a
deep-water port. 30
The persistent opposition of the Kountzes had been costly. The litigation
over the Port Arthur Canal forced the railroad to construct expensive export
piers into Sabine Lake. It was only the beginning of a series of misfortunes that
plagued Stilwell and contributed to a loss of confidence in his management. In
April, 1899, unfriendly interests in the railroad ousted Stilwell from its board of
directors. 31
One of the new directors, John "Bet~a-Million"Gates, speculator, stock
manipulator, and gambler made his entrance into the affairs of K. P. & G., now
called the Kansas City Southern Railroad. Born in DuPage County, Illinois on
May 8, 1855, Gates began his stormy career as a barbwire salesman for Joseph
Glidden. According to his biographers, Gates' stock manipulations engendered
the wrath of the Wall Street giant, J. P. Morgan who forced Gates to retire from
Wall Street. Though still very active in business, especially in the K. C. S. and
its subsidiaries, Gates decided to make Port Arthur his home. When he spoke at
the celebration for the opening of the Sabine-Neches Canal in 1908, he told the
audience "Wherever I go I sign my aame John W. G.tes, Port Arthur,
Texas. "32
Following the Spindletop discovery in 1901, Port Arthur's sister cities,
Beaumont and Orange, began seeking ways to obtain deep-water for their ports,
while Port Arthur itself sought to he designated the official port of entry for the
Sabine area. The delay in achieving these objectives was due, in part, to intercity
rivalry. For several years, the Channel and Dock Company blocked any efforts
to extend deep-water to Beaumont and Orange. The proposed right-of-way
extended along the northern shore of Sabine Lake; it was an area that the K. C.
S. held forfuwre developmenI. In 1906, the Federal government prepared to let
the contracts to dredge a canal through the lake. However, the direction of the
waterway could still be altered if the inJand right-of-way was granted within
twenty days. At this point, Gates consented to an inland route and granted the
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right-of-way free of cost. Although the railroad would relinquish part of its land
fOT a canal, Gates' consent probably reflected his belief that Port Arthur stood to
lose the potential shipping business of Beaumont and Orange because a canal
thro'lgh Sabin Lake would completely by-pass Port Arthur. 33
The controversy over the proposed Sabine-Neches Canal and its eventual
location came to an end, but the port of entry question was far from settled. In
April, 1906, Luther Kountze arrived in Washington representing his port of
Sabine, built in 1896 just south of Sabine Pass. 34 Like Stilwell, Luther Kountze
aspired to create a marine terminal on the Gulf of Mexico. 35 The inland location
of Stilwell's port and the decision by the oil companies to build their refineries
there dealt a serious blow to Kountze's seaport, but his struggle against Port
Arthur continued. His claim that a port of entry was being created on a private
waterway led to six weeks of hearings before the House Ways and Means
Committee. 36 Gates, a defender of Port Arthur in this latest struggle, told the
committee that the K. C. S. was prepared to relinquish the Port Arthur Canal to
the government at "any valuation the board of engineers may put on it. "37 This
move weakened the opposition but did not end it, and the hearings dragged on
into May.
Meanwhile, citizens of Beaumont and Port Arthur directed a carefully
organized campaign against Sabine Pass interests. They distributed a pamphlet
entitled Reasons Why Port Arthur Should be Made a Port of Entry to House
committee members. It compared shipping activities at Sabine with those at
Port Arthur. Accusations made by Kountze and his attorneys were countered
quickly by a barrage of telegrams from citizens in Port Arthur and even
Beaumont. On May 23, 1906, Arthur Stilwell, then in Chihuahua, Mexico,
wired the leader of the port of entry fight in Washington, George M. Craig, that
Kountze's claim that the K. P. & G. had attempted to locate its railroad
terminals at Sabine Pass, was "absolutely incorrect." Port Arthur had been
built inland as a matter of safety. 38 The controversy ended when Gates decided
that the Channel and Dock Company would tum its canal over to the
government free of cost with "no strings" attached.39 On June 19, 1906,
President Theodore Roosevelt signed the bill which established the Sabine
Customs District with Port Arthur as headquarters for the district. 40
After the passage of the port of entry bill, John W. Gates was accused of
having bribed Senator Joseph W. Bailey of Texas to secure his support for the
bill; the charge was made in 1907. During the same year, a committee of the
Texas Legislature conducted an inquiry into the relationship between Senator
Bailey and the Waters-Pierce Oil Company; the company had been expelled
from Texas for violation of the state's antitrust law. Bailey denied the bribery
charge, but he admitted having received a $28,000 loan from Gates. The
legislature reelected Bailey to the United States Senate before the investigation
was completed and took no action on the charge of bribery. 41
Despite controversy, the twin objectives of a port of entry status for Port
Arthur and a canal for Beaumont and Orange were achieved. The privately
owned Port Arthur Canal was officially turned over to the Federal government
on December 13, 1906. 42 The Sabine-Neches Canal was opened to shipping in
January, 1908; however, the canal was only nine feet deep which permitted the
transit of shallow draft vessels between the Sabine and Neches rivers and the
Port Arthur Canal. Excitement over this new link soon gave way to
disappointment. Beaumont and Orange remained inaccessible to the heavier,
deeper-draft cargo ships and tankers then being built. 43 Persistent lobbying
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efforts of deep-water enthusiasts finally resulted in the Federal government
dredging the entire waterway from the Gulf to Beaumont and Orange to a depth
of twenty-five feet by 1916. 44 At last, Beaumont and Orange's dream of
becoming real deep-water ports was achieved.
The presence of deep~waterat Port Arthur had a far-reaching impact upon
the subsequent history of the Sabine-Neches area. Once the Port Arthur Canal
was opened in 1899, it reawakened older dreams or-Beaumont and Orange to
obtain deep-water channels for their ports. The early inter-city rivalry
undoubtedly tended to obstruct developments that ultimately benefitted their
economic growth. However, Port Arthur, Beaumont, Orange, and Sabine Pass
soon learned to cooperate since maritime commerce along any single segment of
the waterway would not justify federal expenditures. In 1916, through joint
action of their chambers of commerce they organized the District of Sabine
Deep·Water Committee. The presence of good deep-water ports was a major
factor in the concentration of the petroleum. petrochemical. and ship building
industries in the Sabine-Neches area; thus. making it one of the principal
industrial regions in the United StateS.45
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TULIP TRANSPLANTS TO EAST TEXAS:
THE DUTCH MIGRATION TO NEDERLAND,
PORT ARTHUR, AND WINNIE, 1895·1915
W. T. Block'
To the East Texas of 1900, whose non-native population can be delineated
as the ovetflow of the Anglo-Saxon, Protestant lower South, a Dutch
colonization scheme must have appeared somewhat phenomenal. To the
promoters, who were owners of Kansas City Southern Railway Company, it
was sound business. designed to convert surplus railroad acreage into cash, and
to stimulate business along those points of the line which were barren of
population.
Arthur E. Stilwell, dreamer and railroad entrepreneur of the late nineteenth
century, expressed no qualms about accepting credit for the plan. Financier and
head of Guardian Trust Company of Kansas City, Stilwell entered railroading,
seeking a sea outlet for Mid-western wheat for export, hoping to keep that
product more competitive in price, and to evade the exhorbitant rates charged
by the East-West lines.
Stilwell is best remembered as the man who. when stymied in his efforts to
build Kansas City Southern (hereafter abbreviated K. C. S.) trackage to the sea,
dugan eight-mile ship canal and carried the sea to the rails, at Port Arthur. When
likewise stymied for domestic capital during the depression of 1893-1895,
Stilwell turned to Amsterdam bankers, and raised the $10,000,000 needed to
bring K. C. S. rails south from Siloam Springs, Arkansas-hence, the appella-
tion "Dutch-American Railroad."2
As a result of one of his famed "hunches," Stilwell envisioned a thriving
community of Dutch rice farmers On the coastal plain north of Port Arthur, of
which he said:
Again my thoughts turned to Holland, and I decided that as we
owed a debt of gratitude to the Dutch people for their faithful support of
the Kansas City Southern, here was a chance to repay a part of it, to say
nothing of the fact that the people of that country make exceptionally
capable farmers. So I founded a town and called it Nederland and
instructed my emissaries to make a drive on the country districts of
Holland to entice a good class of citizens to the newly-organized
community. We housed them in a large hotel especially erected for that
purpose and gave them good accomodations at reasonable rates. As
soon as they could buy their property and build their homes, we would
bring over another delegation and put it through the same process.3
When the flow of domestic capital slowed to a trickle in 1893, Stilwell
recalled a Dutch acquaintance, Jan de Geoijen, a coffee merchant of
Amsterdam, whom Stilwell had met on a trans-Atlantic crossing. He rushed to
Holland, and, upon enlisting de Geoijen (phonetically anglicized to
"deQueen") as his Holland agent, managed to unload $3,000,000 of the
railroad's securities in twenty-seven minutes. Thereafter, Dutch investors and
workers were granted a voice in management and operation of Stilwell's
company.4
By 1897, after K. C. S. trackage had reached Port Arthur, Dutch natives
were employed at all levels. H. Visscher, an Amsterdam accountant sent over to
examine the railroad's books, remained in Kansas City as the company's
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treasurer. At Port Arthur, the firm organized a number of subsidiaries, including
Port Arthur Townsite and Land Company, with M. R. Bos, a Dutch immigrant,
as its first manager; Port Arthur Canal and Dock Company; and Port Arthur
Rice and Irrigation Company, which also operated the Port Arthur
Experimental Farm, ~
H. H. Beels, a Dutch immigrant railroad builder on the Great Plains,
became resident engineer for Port Arthur's canal project. Jacques
Tutein-Nolthenius6 became a trustee of the townsite company and a vice
president of another K. C. S. affiliate. the Missouri, Kansas. Texas Trust
Company of Kansas City. W. I. Vandenbosch became the railroad's emigration
agent, commissioned to recruit Hollanders who had settled earlier in Iowa and
Michigan. L. Zylekins was Port Arthur's depot agent.
Jan van Tyen arrived in Port Arthur as Holland's consul and de Geoijen's
personal emissary, became manager of Port Arthur Land Company and
Holland-Texas Hypotheek Bank, amassing a forlune in the course of his
lifetime. His business associate, E. J. Everwijn Lange, was another early and
prominent Port Arthuran, who later returned to Holland. A. J. M. Vylsteke,
HoUand'sfirst vice-consul and agent for Joseph de PoorterSteamship Line, was
one of Port Arthur's first citizens, living in a tent on the townsite before it was
surveyed. By 1903, Port Arthur's Dutch immigrant population was estimated at
150 persons. In November, 1897, the H auld stated that: "Port Arthur is a new
opening, and the shrewd Hollanders are quick to take advantage of it. "7
Stilwell's south Jefferson County land holding came into existence on
October 15, 1895, when he purchased 41,850 acres of land from Beaumont
Pasture Company at $6.75 per acre. On December 4th of that year, the title was
transferred to the newly-founded Port Arthur Land Company. Other than the
railroad's right-of-way, 4,000 acres were reserved immediately and platted for
the townsite of Port Arthur. This left approximately 37,000 acres, which were
surplus, to be utilized for agriculture and other purposes. I!
That Stilwell prudently planned to assure the success of his Dutch
colonization attempt, to include a church and a school, is evident. That the
project essentially failed is more attributable to the temperaments and
eccentricities of particular immigrants, who were unaccustomed to American
soil, climate, and folkways, and to the actions of his emigration agents.
Vandenbosch made a number of trips to the Dutch colonies in Iowa and
Michigan to recruit prospective settlers for the new colony. On one trip, he
managed to induce eight Iowans to come to Texas and investigate conditions for
resettlement. Texas Colonization Company of Iowa's advertisements in the
Dutch-language newspapers of the North expounded concerning the
agricultural advantages to be found in Southeast Texas' soil and climate. During
1898, Bartle J. Dijksma, an immigrant horticulturist at Port Arthur's
experimental farm, painted rosy, prosaic pictographs of Nederland in Holland,
Michigan's Dutch-language newspaper De Grondwet. 9
One result of these early land promotions in the North was the arrival in
May, 1897 of Gatze Jan Rienstra, Nederland's first settler. On his initial visit,
Rienstra expressed satisfaction with the site of the proposed colony, with Port
Arthur's experimental farm and pleasure pier, and noted that his fellow Dutch
immigrants, Port Arthur farmers J. Gautier and a Mr. Engelsman, were
prospering. On his next trip, Rienstra left his kitchen stove, farm implements,
and personal effects standing beside the railroad tracks at Nederland while he
drove his wagon on to Port Arthur to purchase lumber. 10
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In Holland, Jan de Goeijen employed J. E. Kroes, Ihe former inspector for
Netherlands-American Steamship Company, to screen prospective applicants
and establish their suitability for resettlement. Emphasis was placed on the
sturdy Dutch farmers ofthe provinces of North Holland, Friesland, Groningen,
and Gelderland. among whom agents of Port Arthur Land Company circulated.
Again, the picture most often painted was that of a Garden of Eden in East
Texas rather than that of open pasture land, which, as of 1897. had only one
economic boon to warrant its habitation-the newly-laid railroad trackage.
Tradesmen, clerks, shopkeepers. teachers, even pastors, were solicited as well,
in order to stabilize the economic and social requirements of the planned
community. When the first group ofthese settlers had liquidated their assets and
prepared 10 travel, Albert Kuipers, a Dutch employee oflhe land company who
had been recruiting in Holland, made arrangements at Antwerp to escort the
first contingent of settlers to their new home in East Tex.as. lI
In the meantime, Stilwell moved ahead with his plans for Nederland and its
rice industry. In 18%, he began the Port Arthur experimental farm, the purpose
of which was to ex.periment with all varieties of domestic animal and plant life.
determining which strains were most suitable for growing in the soil and climate
of south Jefferson County. In March, 1897, he transferred F. M. Hammon,
superintendent ofthe railroad's experimental farm at Amoret. Missouri, to Port
Arthur as the new farm's manager. At the same time, G. W. J. Kilsdonk, a
well-known bulb grower and horticulturist of Holland, arrived to work on the
farm and as the vanguard of the Dutch selliers slaled for Nederland.
By July. 1897. the farm's superintendent was reporting "great success" in
the growth of sea island cotton. rice, asparagus, two varieties of tobacco, and
other farm products. By then, the farm's facilities included 80 acres of bearing
pear trees as well as olive, fig, and orange orchards, and a large herd of imported
Jersey cattle. That Stilwell overlooked no possibility is evident in the farm's
adoption of the umbrella china as the ideal shade tree for the Dutch immigrant's
front lawns. A thousand seedlings for transplanting at Nederland were awaiting
the arrival of the human transplants from Europe. 12
Duringlhe lale summer of 1897, Port Arthur Land Company began work on
Ihe first buildings at Nederland. The three-story, 33-room Orange Hotel (named
for the ruling house of Holland and built on the present sile of Nederland Slale
Bank) was begun, and, by November, was nearing completion. Its purpose was
to provide room and board at reasonable rates for the new immigrants until each
had completed his own home. As might be expected, the hotel soon became the
center of social life in the new community. religious as well as educational.
Kilsdonk was then transferred to Nederland as the land company's
resident-overseer. He immediately began work on two store buildings, and soon
afterward, became Nederland's first merchant. 13
On December 24, 1897, Stilwell, Jacques Nollhenius, and Judge J. M.
Trimble. as trustees of the land company. platted the first townsite of
Nederland, which spanned both sides of the railroad tracks. and reserved to
themselves "exclusive rights to erect ... street car lines. railways. electric
lights, ... gas and water pipes. mains and conduits ...• , With particular intent to
please the immigrants, they established two parks, Mena. named for the young
and beautiful queen~regentof HoUand, and Koning (King's) Park. Street names
were in the Dutch language. and included such names as Kuipers Straat (street),
de Geoijen Straat. Wilhelmena Straat. and Heeren Straat. 14
,
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In October, 1897, Stilwell organized the Port Arthur Rice and Irrigation
Company, capitalized at $50,000, with intent to built a Neches River pumping
plant and a system of rice canals sufficient to irrigate 5,000 acres. The
company's headquarters was built at a point on the railroad two miles south of
Nederland, and its management was assigned to Superintendent Hammon.
Construction work on the canal system was begun in January. 1898 with 55 men
and 27 mule teams supervised by D. Zimmerman, a railroad engineer who had
been transferred from Kansas City. At Smith's Bluff, north of Nederland on the
Neches River, a 100-horsepower steam pumping plant, with an outflow of
18,000 gallons per minute, was installed. Two miles of inclined, outflow flume
were constructed above ground level, with the river end elevated to fifteen feet.
By the end of 1898, seven miles of the canal system had been completed with
three more miles of it still under construction. During 1898, the rice company
planted 700 acres in rice (460 of which returned an income of $21,0(0), which
production reached 13,000 acres by 1904. Rice production increased so rapidly,
that capacity ofthe pumping plant and outflow flume had to be tripled within two
years, forcing the irrigation company to increase its capitalization to $150,000.
Width of the outflow flume was increased to 100 feet, and pumping capacity to
78,000 gallons per minute. a
On November 18, 1897, Port Arthur Herald splashed its front page
with news of the first contingent of Dutch immigrants for Nederland, 46 men,
women, and children. 16 They arrived at Galveston on November 14th, but, for
some unexplained reason, did not arrive in Port Arthur until three days later.
Galveston Daily News carried the following notation:
The steerage passengers, fifty in number, were undoubtedly the
finest lot of people that have been brought here by any vessel recently.
They all had money, the least auy one of them had being $30. The
majority are bound for the new Holland colony at Nederland on the
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf [former name for K. C. S.] railroad,
and at least one of the steerage passengers had bought his farm before he
left the old country.
AU these colonists were inspired to try their fortunes in this country
by Mr. Albert Kuipers, who has been ovef a considerable portion ofthe
west and finally settled upon N ederiand as the ideal spot ...
After inspection, the Nederland party was placed aboard a tug and
conveyed across the bay to Bolivar, and thence by Gulf and Interstate
to destination. Before leaving the vessel, the passengers united in a
resolution, with Mr. Kuipers as chairman, by which they extended a
vote of thanks to Captain Hansen and the officers of the steamer
["Olinda"] fOf kind and courteous treatment received during the
voyage, and that they were pleased to recommend the [Diedericksen]
line to the travelling public. 17
The Herald stated that many of the passengers spoke some English, and
expressed favorable reactions toward their new country and Port Arthur. The
article added that they had been met at the depot by "several of their
countrymen" as well as the land company's representatives, after which the
newcomers were fed at the Terminal Hotel and then taken to the Nash House for
the night. Afterward, the immigrants "thronged the streets, bent upon
sightseeing.' '18
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In a letter written to Holland on the same day. Kuipers reported that he was
immediately beseiged by prospective employers. In greatest demand were the
Dutch women and girls to work as household servants at $10.00 per month.
Kuipers reported as well that he immediately secured employment for the men
as teamsters and railroad laborers at $1.50 daily as well as carpenters and
gardners. 19
After they had rested, this vanguard of settlers were taken to the Orange
Hotel at Nederland, where they immediately selected their land and began
preparations to build their homes. The newspaper gave the following partial list
ofarrivals: D. Ballast, N. Rodrigo and six children, J. H. Muller, A. Teggelaar,
N. Ernsting. L. Tynkema, R, van Dalen, H. P. de la Bye, P. Koimann, M.
Jorritsmaand son, B. H. Lans, W. F. Lans,A. J, Ruysemann, J. G. van Tyl, K.
Brontsema, Miss Waterdrink, Jan Tromp, C. van der Bout, M. Koot, A. J.
EUings, wife and four children, T. ten Dekker, and J. C. van Heiningen. 2o
The next known continent to arrive, 16 persons, came to the Diedericksen
line steamer "Lauenberg" to Galveston, arriving there on March 1,1898, after a
stormy voyage of three weeks. More than half of this group were comprised of
the Maarten Koelemay family, including his wife, sons Pieter, Jan, Klaas,
Maarten, and Laurens, and daughters Tryntje, Dieuwertje, and Klaasje, the
latter at or approaching adulthood. Koelemay, a cheese maker of Hoogkarspel,
near Enkhuizen on the Zuider Zee, brought his cheese molds with him,
expecting to continue his former occupation, but this proved impossible in the
warm and humid climate of Southeast Texas. This family, who arrived
simultaneously with a blustering, cold "norther." found the' 'promised land" of
Nederland to consist of a muddy street, "a few houses, a hotel, a blacksmith
shop, a [mercantile] store and a hardware store, a couple of saloons, and acres
and acres of unfenced, unimproved lands. "21
The third group of whom the writer has a record arrived at Galveston and
Nederland on the same date, March 28, 1898, aboard the German liner
"Olinda," after a stormy, 21-day crossing from Antwerp, which saw the
vessel's steering gear break. Again, Galveston Daily News reported thatthe 26
passengers for Nederland, including 20 young men, were' 'the finest-looking
company of immigrants seen at Galveston in many years." Each was reported
as carrying sums averaging "about $100," and most were reported as being
clean-shaven and freshly-attired "in white linen" and black ties. 22 These
arrivals of Dutch immigrants at Galveston continued for many months and years
thereafter, with a fourth group arriving on the German liner "Curatyba" on
April 16th, and still a fIfth, large contingent on the following December 27tb
aboard the German steamer "Ellen Rickmers. "2S
The last party to arrive in March had been escorted from Holland by B. J.
Dijksma of Port Arthur Experimental Farm, and had been met at Galveston by
Kilsdonk. Upon arrival in Nederland, they too were taken to the Orange Hotel,
by then, being managed by Mr. and Mrs. Ellings, who had arrived earlier. As
with the first group. Kilsdonk immediately found employment forthe young men
with the railroad in Port Arthur. Dijksma admitted that their first impressions of
Nederland were unfavorable (some immigrants returned to Holland almost
immediately), but Dijksma's attitude was reversed in the course of his later
writings. He did advise that no immigrant should attempt to settle at Nederland
as either a fanner or orchard grower unless he had the "proper means" with
which to support himself. 24
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By April, 1898, the population of Nederland could be reckoned at no less
than 100 persons through immigrant arrivals from the Netherlands plus a handful
who had resettled from the Dutch colonies in the North, as well as a few native
families, who, for one reason or another, had taken up residence in the Dutch
colony. Tn 1897, Louis A. Spencer, his wife, and six sons arrived and begin
operating a brick kiln. Hand-made bricks fired at this kiln were used in the
construction of the Orange Hotel and in the brick buildings being erected at Port
Arthur. In 1898. J. B. Cooke brought his family to Nederland and entered the
lumber business. 25
The same month also witnessed the beginnings of religious life in the new
community and organization of a Dutch Reformed congregation (Reformed
Church of America). Services led by lay leaders had been conducted each
Sunday at the Orange Hotel almost from the beginning, apparently by D.
Ballast, whose signature appears on existent baptismal certificates. Dr. Henry
Beets, then of Sioux Center, Iowa, made a special trip to Nederland to organize
the parish after which the new church (until it dissolved about 1905) was
affiliated with the CIassis (synod) of Iowa. A church was built at the corner of
"Kuipers and Heeren Slraats" (now Tenth and Boston Streets). Church
records indicate that the congregation remained too small to afford a full~time
pastor. As of 1898, membership included four families and 28 members, and
apparently did not vary greatly from those figures throughout its existence. 2ti
Education lagged only momentarily from Dijksma reported in the same
article that plans were afoot to establish a school and engage a teacher. The first
school was conducted in an outbuilding attached to the Orange Hotel, utilizing a
teacher from Beaumont, with Klaas Koelemay serving as interpreter. It
remained there until the small building was blown away dUring the hurricane of
1900. That the Dutch were dedicated to higher learning can be attested to by the
t ,OOO-volume library that was maintained at the Orange Hotel from its
beginning. 27
On May 5, 1898, Kilsdonk resigned and was replaced as the colony's
resident-manager by W. 1. Vandenbosch, the emigration agent for the land
company. Kilsdonk planned to visit his wife and son in Holland, but remained in
Nederland until after the queen's coronation festivities to serve as chairman of
the preparations committee (of which Pieter Koelemay was a member). He
apparently never returned to America since he was still living in Holland as of
1900."
The early Hollanders of both Nederland and Winnie found it mutually
advantageous to organize for their protection. For one thing, a definite language
barrier existed between the Dutch and native inhabitants, with few, if anyone,
who could adequately translate in the complex legal and technical terminology
which many problems required. As of July I, 1898, Nederland's Colonists'
Union had twenty Dutch farmers, plus some skilled craftsmen and laborers, as
its members, with W. F. Lans serving as the organization's president and P. J.
van Heiningen as its secretary.29
In an article published in Holland at that time, van Heiningen commented
on the costs involved for those Dutch who chose to become rice growers. Land
sold at from $20 to $50 an acre. A team of mules was valued at $170, a span of
horses cost $120, while good-quality Jersey cattle sold at $70 each. In the same
article, Willem Beukers, a visitor to Nederland in January, 1898, noted both the
advantages and the disadvantages incurred by Dutch emigrants who settled in
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Southeast Texas. Because of the cultural habitat which Holland represented,
Beukers concluded that "pretty good in the old country is better than very good
in Texas."30
On May 26, 1898, a meeting was called by lbe Hollanders of Port Arthur
and Nederland for the purpose of preparing for a giant celebration on the
following September 6lb, the date of the coronation of Holland's young Queen
Wilhelmina. All Dutch settlers in each town were required to attend. At that
moment, "when Nederland could hardly be termed even a settlement," the
magnitude of the event attests to the importance accorded to it by officials of
Kansas City Soulbem railroad and by its affiliate Port Arthur Land Company.
No expense was spared, and, fortunately. Port Arthur Herald has left a most
graphic account of the occasion, filling five full columns, more than half of its
front page, for September 8, 1898."
Between the lines, the writer interprets that Stilwell considered his
Nederland experiment as being in jeopardy. Life in the colony was undoubtedly
harsh and monotonous for the homesick newcomers, as evidenced by those
who sought greener pastures orretumed to Holland. Stilwell probably wished to
placate the Hollanders who were still there while, at the same time, calling
attention to the rice~growingpossibilities of Nederland (whose canal system by
then represented a considerable investment) to the area's farmers. At any rate,
the land company sponsored a gala event long to be remembered by
Beaumonters and Port Arthurans as well, and, although the Dutch continued to
arrive for many years thereafter, their numbers were augmented by an increase
of native shop keepers and rice farmers, who took up residence among them.
The celebration demonstrated as well that the Dutch were as fun-loving as they
were industrious.
Throughout lbe day on September 6, from 7:00 A.M. until 2:00 P.M. the
following morning, special trains were run from Beaumont and Port Arthur to
Nederland, carrying the celebration's participants, the pleasure-seekers, and
spectators. At 7:45 A.M., the first train arrived from Port Arthur, carrying the
first visitors and lbe Port Arthur band. After the latter had played a number of
selections at the depot, the participants formed a line ofmarch to the hotel. All of
Nederland's buildings were festooned with bright bunting and the national
colors of both Holland and the United States. The Orange Hotel was decorated
in like manner, both inside and out, with large pictures of the young queen and
with holly and evergreens, "among which were interspersed red, white, and
blue roses." Other "accoutrements" of the hotel on that date included 750
gallons of Dutch beer, brewed by Lans en Zoon of Haarlem, Holland. 32
Activities of the morning including marching with the band to meet other
incoming trains at the depot. At 9:00 A.M., the crowd assembled in King's Park,
where a memorial orange tree was plant~ and dedicated to the young queen.
Kilsdonk addressed the crowd in the Dutch language, and was followed by J. E.
Kroes, who read a briefhistory of the queen and of Nederland's founding, also in
Dutch. This was followed with translations by Vandenbosch, after which all
documents were signed by the festivities committee and buried in an air-tight
bottle with the tree.
The day's principal activities consisted by competitive games at the race
track. These included foot races over a specially-designed obstacle course,
bicycle races for both men and women, followed by kite racing, greased
pole-climbing, and a horse race. Betting was permitted with participants soon
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learning that their favorite horse could place no better than third. Since an
election was imminent, political candidates campaigned freely among the
crowd.
At noon, the crowd was treated to a Dutch menu with aU of the trimmings,
including fish, veal cutlets, roast beef, roast chicken, and vegetables. Desserts
included ice cream (the first that many Dutch had tasted), mixed fruits, and
cake. Drinks included coffee, tea, and beer. 33
Festivities of the evening included one of the most brilliant pyrotechnic
displays witnessed in Southeast Texas up until that time, and dancing at the
Orange Hotel until 2:00 A. M. The Herald noted that the most popular dance
number was the "Rose Grip Polka, H and that many dancing prizes were
awarded. Vocal selections were rendered throughout the evening by members
of the Koelemay family. The Herald also conceded that, as the Beaumont and
Port Arthur visitors boarded trains after midnight, they were "all convinced that
the Dutch know how to conduct an affair of the kind, so that aU the people
present can have a good time. "34
Generally speaking, Nederland's rice farmers subsequent to 1899 were
about equally divided between the colony's Dutch and non-Dutch inhabitants.
Most often, the Hollanders who were able to begin rice farming immediately, as
S. R. Carter had in t899, were those who had re-settled from the Dutch colonies
in the North. High operational costs required that others work as laborers until
they had acquired sufficient land and means to begin. Perhaps, due to language
barriers, the Dutch, almost to a man, shunned any connection with the early
mercantile activities in the colony. 35
By 1900, Nederland's railroad tracks were lined with large storage
warehouses, for, lacking a rice mill, farmers had to sack all harvested rice in
order to ship it elsewhere for milling. Elimination of the sacking system was a
principal cause for the organization in 1904 of Nederland Rice Milling
Company, Incorporated. 36
By May, 1903, Nederland's economy was booming. Rice production
increased steadily, and the Spindletop oil field boom, seven miles to the north,
brought new money and settlers to the town. At that time, the Dutch colony
could boast of a population of 500 persons, two-thirds of whom were
Hollanders. In 1902, First National Bank and a newspaper, the Nederland
News I were established. The town's principle retail houses, Cammack
Brothers, King Mercantile Company, and Nederland Supply Company, were
all described as "doing a handsome grocery, feed, and farm implement
business. "37
However, economic setbacks in the year 1905 were to have a disruptive
effect on Nederland's growth, and to depopulate the town of a large percentage
of its Dutch immigrant colony. A number of causes can be cited as being
contributory. In one year, rice acreage under cultivation plummeted from a high
of 13 ,000 to 6,000 acres. With little thought given to market demands (and this is
an era when rice,like grits, was regarded as a cereal grain or dessert ingredient),
unsold backlogs of the product began to appear, and delegations of Jefferson
county millers began to visit Europe in search of new markets.
By 1905, the oil boom at Spindletop had ended, which eventually caused the
closing of the Orange Hotel due to insufficient lodgers. Within two years time, a
number of the town's leading merchants, the bank, the newspaper, and the rice
milling company had folded in bankruptcy. From that year until it eventually
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ceased operation, Port Arthur Rice and Irrigation Company was beset with
problems due to disrepair of its facilities, and the continuous threat of salt water
as the Neches River channel was deepened. And in 1907, a serious national
recession arrived. 38
By 1912, no more than 30 Dutch families remained in Nederland.
Three-fourths of the original colony had moved away in search of better
economic opportunity, a few to neighboring points in Port Arthur or Winnie, but
the majority migrated to more distant points in the North and West. The Dutch
who remained were those who had already acquired sizeable land holdings, and
most of them turned to dairying and ranching when the rice economy vanished. 39
After 1900. the Dutch colony at Port Arthur remained constant at about
sixty families, but, due to that city's phenomenal growth, the Hollanders of Port
Arthur were not as visible as were those at Nederland. Fromits beginnings, Port
Arthur centered upon commerce and shipping, and, unlike Nederland, its Dutch
population followed those pursuits. A number were engaged in retail trades and
banking, but the majority were either seafarers or refinery and railroad
employees. 4u
Nevertheless, as of 1897, some Dutch farmers were prospering at Port
Arthur, even before the migration to Nederland had begun. S.R. Hogaboom
became a leading rice grower there. H. W. Naezer was one ofa half-dozen truck
growers who settled there in 1896, and one ofhis letters to Holland expressed the
general optimism of the Dutch community regarding Port Arthur's future.
Naezer noted that only a few houses existed there when he arrived, but that
Port Arthur's population had increased to about 1,200 persons during the
succeeding six months. He was particularly proud of the town's broad streets
and boulevards, and of the new Sabine Hotel, which he considered to be "the
most beautiful in Texas." Naezerfarmed 40 acres of land, and at the time of his
writing, had twenty acres of pear trees and two acres of rose bushes under
cultivation. He added that he sold his produce in Port Arthur three times
weekly, and at such prices that the Dutch farmers of Europe would have
"smacked their lips with joy. "41
Jan van Tyen remained the pillar of Port Arthur's Dutch community for
about thirty years. He and his Dutch associates soon controlled the Port Arthur
Land and Townsite Company, and utilized their bank to finance many of that
city's farm and building ventures. M. R. Bos was typical of Port Arthur's
successful Dutch merchants, while Leo F. J. Wilking advanced to plant
manager of Texaco, Incorporated's large gasoline refinery, serving
simultaneously as Holland's consul for that port during the 1920s. Typical of
the Dutch seafaring population was Captain John Kaper, who settled at
Nederland after 1915, and, until his retirement, was a senior member of the
Sabine Bar Pilots Association. 42
The founding of the Dutch colony at Winnie, in Chambers County, resulted
from the land promotions in the North of Theodore F. Koch and Company of
Houston. Between 1907 and 1930, Koch engaged in a number of colonization
attempts in Texas, but, except for the degree of success first attained at Winnie,
the others (one included the Beaumont Fig Company ofthe 1920s) were on the
whole unsuccessful. And following the disastrous hurricane of 1915, his colony
ofeighty Dutch families at Winnie vanished almost as abruptly as it appeared. 43
Unlike Port Arthur Land Company, Koch made no attempt to promote
emigration directly from Holland. Instead, he concentrated on the thousands of
Dutch families who had settled in the North during the 1890s. These colonies
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were centered primarily at Pella, Nebraska; Orange City and Sioux Center,
Iowa; Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids, and Holland, Michigan; and in Wisconsin
and Colorado.
By 1910, the colony at Winnie, Texas was evidently making inroads among
subscribers of Orange City, Iowa's Dutch-language newspaperDe Volksvriend.
Its editor was berating those Hollanders who would permit themselves to be
lured to Texas where the soil was described as being sandy and poor and the
climate was hot.
In October of 1911, fifteen of the 40 Dutch farmers at Winnie wrote a letter
to De Volksvriend's editor, inviting him to visit in Winnie and to see for himself
what living conditions were like there. They praised the climate, which
permitted many vegetables to be grown in the winter, followed by cotton, corn,
peas, cucumbers, and melons in the spring, and Irish potatoes in the fall. Like
Naezer at Port Arthur, the farmers stated that they could dispose of all of their
crops for cash at the railway depot in Winnie, where they received better prices
than at any point between Beaumont and Galveston. John SlOb, formerly of
Chicago, recorded that he had received a per acre return of $125 for potatoes,
$300 for cucumbers, and $150 for cabbage during the year."
By 1909, Koch and Company was advertising that it had set aside fourteen
acres of land and $400 in cash for the purpose of constructing a Dutch Reformed
church in Winnie:t :> In 1910, E. J. Bloemendaal of Sioux Center, Iowa, visited
among his countrymen in Winnie, found them prosperous, and holding services
each Sunday in their new church. Most of the farmers had paid $40 per acre for
their land, and were expecting its value to increase to $300 per acre. 46 A farm
cooperative with forty Dutch members had been organized to solve their
respective problems, principally harvesting and marketing, and operated as well
a rural telephone exchange to which most of the members subscribed. 47
As of September, 1915, the Hollanders at Winnie had grown to eighty
families when, suddenly, a massive hurricane roared inland from the gulf,
unleashing a tidal wave and thirteen inches of rain on the prosperous farmers'
unharvested crops, It carried a death sentence with it as well, for, within five
months, 77 of the 80 families gave up and moved away, and Winnie's Dutch
colony disappeared as rapidly as it had formed, Net losses to Koch and
Company approximated $100,000.4R
The Reverend Ralph Koelemay of Plover, Wisconsin laughingly advised
the writer by letter recently that, on occasion, Nederland's Dutch colonists
were equally as guilty of misrepresentation in Holland as were the agents of Port
Arthur Land Company. Among Nederland's permanent Dutch population who
remained, it seems that some of the men arrived single, and later returned to
Holland to marry their childhood sweethearts. Fearful that their fiancees might
renege if they knew exactly what living conditions in Nederland were like, some
of the men resorted to fantasy, and at least one bride arrived to find a squalid,
one-room batchelor's abode instead of the livable quarters which she had
expected. In this instance, however, the bride accepted the circumstances
stoicly, and "pitched in'· to help her new husband carve out an acceptable and
prosperous existence for themselves. 49
I In retrospect, the Dutch migration to Southeast Texas could hardly beexpected to leave a permanent mark in view ofthe large number ofcolonists who· moved away, And even if these had remained, its numbers, estimated at no more• than 1,200 persons, were not sufficient to bequeath a heritage comparable to
1 _
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Louisiana's Acadian regions or the German communities of Central Texas. In
fact, one characteristic of the Dutch personality strongly counteracted any such
possibility, for successful competition in the market place simply required that
the Dutch assimilate as rapidly as possible.
Today, almost no trace, except in deed records, remains to testify of the
once thriving Dutch colony at Winnie. At Port Arthur, remnants of the
migration are somewhat more discernible. Its telephone directory contains a
sprinkling of Dutch names throughout, and there are still many of the second
generation whose parents were numbered among the early Hollanders of Port
Arthur. A few street names, such as Nederland, Zwolle, and Dequeen, still
remain to bear mute witness of it.
During the 1930s, the assets of the Port Arthur Land Company and
Holland-Texas Hypotheek Bank were liquidated, and the principal stockholder,
Jan van Tyen, returned to Holland during his old age, only to die in a German
internment camp during World War II.
Henry S. Lucas, an immigration historian, concluded that "Nederland
became a place which is Dutch in name only," but careful scrutiny reveals that
his assessment is not entirely correct.:iO It is true that Nederland's 18,000
inhabitants are principally afEast Texas and Louisiana familial extraction, but a
goodly number remain whose parents were Dutch immigrants.
Most of the thirty Dutch families of permanent residence fared well
economically and educated their children accordingly. The late C. Doornbos
and his children have contributed immensely toward Nederland's growth, and
the C. Doornbos Trustremains as a family-operated , diversified enterprise with
land, cattle, oil, and investment interests in four states. Their most recent
bequest includes 22 acres of land and much of the funding for Doornbos Park,
which is slated to become Nederland's largest recreational facility. Children of
the D. J. Rienstra family have contributed in like fashion, providing Nederland
with two leading businessmen (the late D. X. Rienstra was board chairman of
Nederland State Bank from its founding), Beaumont with two of its leading
attorneys, as well as two school teachers and a retired U. S. naval commander
and graduate of Annapolis.
Other Dutch immigrants, George Rienstra, Jacob Doornbos, S. R. Carter,
George Vanderweg, Christian Rauwerda, John Koelemay, Gemt Terwey, and
John van Oostrom, to name a few, became economically independent as well,
and, for the most part, have made similar contributions to the city's growth, for
idleness and criminality are vices which are virtually unheard-of among
Hollanders. Whatever the heritage left by them, Nederland is justifiably proud
of its origins, and has built a towering memorial as proof of that assertion. Its
broad-sailed Windmill Museum testifies in silence each day as a tribute to that
little band of Hollanders who braved the unknown in search of a better way of
life.
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By Bobby H. Johnsoo
Approximately 75 persons braved uncertain weather to attend the annual
spriog meetiog of the Associatioo at Crockett 00 March 22, 1975. Held io the
historic First Uoited Methodist Church, the meeting featured a number of
papers on local history. It was ably pultogetherby Ms. Eliza Bishop, chairman
of the Houston County Historical Survey Committee.
Martha and Pat Kelley opened the meeting with a persentation entitled
"Methodist Roots in East Texas-When, Where, Who, and What in Houston
County." Mrs. John Wooters spoke on "Other Culture Transplants Revealed
through Period Resotration of Monroe-Crook House."
The second session also featured papers on East Texas religion and
architecture. Mrs. Evelyn Rice Corley spoke on "Search for Real Roots-A
Log Cabin or a Stage Coach Inn Too-and Restoration at Last." This paper
dealt with the Rice Log Cabin located in Mission Tejas State Park east of
Crockett. The Rev. Anselm Walker concluded the morning session with a talk
on "Beginning of Christianity in East Texas-Mission San Francisco de los
Tejas. "
Ms. Bishop's luncheon talk described" A Pineywoods Bicentennial."
Following the luncheon, members were invited to tour several local homes. Our
appreciation goes to Ms. Bishop for her efforts in bringing the Association to
Houston County.
Members are urged to attend the fall meeting in Nacogdoches.
Lois Parker of Beaumont, a member of the Association's Board of
Directors, has made a donation to the ETHA in memory of her mother. In these
days of inflation and tight money, this is an excellent means of raising funds for
the Association, and Ms. Parker is to be commended. Others may want to
follow her example. Please write the Journal if you wish to honor a friend or
relative.
Jenkins Publishing Company announces the publication of a new book on a
large portion of East Texas. Liberty, Liberty County, and the Atascosito
District, by Miriam Partlow, deals with most ofthe southeast Texas area. Based
on primary research materials, the book is available from Jenkins for $14.95 per
copy.
Members are urged to remember the special issue being planned on Black
history in Texas. Ifyou have something you wish to be considered, please send
it to the editor.
I· Texas historians are also reminded of the Spring meeting of the Texas StateHistorical Association scheduled for Galveston in March, 1976. Dr. Ben~ Procter of Texas Christian University is serving as program chairman.
t _
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The historical activists in Marion County are still at it. Long known for their
sense of historical value, the Marion County people inform us regularly of their
projects. (This is a good idea for other historical groups in the East Texas area.)
Katherine R. Wise, chairman of the Marion County Historical Survey
Committee, reports that they are currently involved in a restoration of the
downtown Jefferson area. Other projects in motion include restoration ofthe old
Oakwood Cemetery and marking of the grave ofJohn Burke, a Civil War spy for
Jeb Stuart and later a Jefferson and Marshall attorney. The committee is also
interested in making historical use ofthe old Carnegie Library. especially the old
opera house once located on. the second floor.
The Smith County Historical Society/Survey Committee is also quite
active. This is evident from the handsome Newsletter edited by Howard 0,
Pollan. Officers for 1975 are Mrs. Loy J. Gilbert, president; Miss Mary Jane
McNamara, vice president; Miss Lexie Palmore, recording secretary; Mrs,
Leon Bailey, Jr., corresponding secretary; Leo Carothers, treasurer; and
Pollan. museum director, One achievement of the group this year was the
dedication of the Loftin-Wiggins House in Tyler,
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San Elizario: A History. By Eugene O. Porter. Austin (Pemberton Press), 1973. P. 52,
Appendix, notes, glossary and bibliography.
Using various sources from Spanish and American historians, reports of expeditions
and explorations made by government officials and adventurers, Eugene Porter has given
us a well-researched and readable account, of interest to both historian and layman. The
drawings of Jose Cisneros at the beginning of each chapter, as well as the author's titles,
such as "The Bower of Eden" and "The Northern Mystery" add a romantic flourish to
this short history of the village of San Elizario.
The descriptions of Zebulon Montgomery Pike, a U. S. Army spy, that introduced
this village to the Anglo~Americans in 18 t 0, aroused in the readers of seventeen States a
"desire for profit and a yearning for romantic adventure-two strands of which are
interwoven throughout the whole history of this region". Pike's statistics and details on
prices, goods traded, and events of the time provided valuable information about a place
and time of significance in Spanish and American history. An intersection of two lines of
communication, many Americans passed through San Elizario, some involved in trade
with Mexico, others with the Mexican war, and still greater numbers who were '4gers or
Argonauts in the rush for California gold. In diaries and letters to their families of these
gold-seekers, fascinating details of life on this frontier are included: construction of
houses, people's manners and dress, agricultural methods, churches, and even
descriptions of the women's beauty......-orlack of it in one writer's opinion, which our author
tells us was possibly "to convince his wife she need not fear his straying"!
Claiming that the true beginning of the Lone Star State is to be found here rather than
in Eastern Texas the writer recounts some of the fables and myths that drew Spanish
explorers to this region. Of the many legends, the majority of which were originally
brought to Spain by the Moorish Arabs from the Eighth century on, the tale of the Seven
Golden Cities were said to be found in New Mexico, according to Cabeza de Vaca and his
companions, one ofwhom, Estevanico, was an Arabian Negro. Chapter n, The Northern
Mystery, relates the adventures of these Spanish "conquistadores" , some of the French
and the English, including Henry Hudson and Sir Francis Drake, the latter being the
second man to circumnavigate the globe. Many of these famous men were searching for
the mythical strait which would connect the western coast of North America with the
waters of the interior called the North West Passage by the English and the Strd-its of
Anian by the Spanish. EI Paso, near San Elizario, was one of the "five pueblos" often
mentioned in the reports of these explorers, tales of great interest to historians and
adventure readers,
I In his research of the material on the founding of the present San Elizario, the authorstates that none of it can be trusted as it is filled with misquotations, errors, and confusion.In Chapter III The Secret Years, a number of accounts are touched upon with some
l critical analysis and comments on accepted historical data. A document of 1780 from theJuarez archives is first cited and published by the writer as a conclusion to this section.The final chapter A Century of History, which might be called "the silent years"giving available infoImation of events up to and including the Salt War of December 1877,
t close the account of this village which "slipped back into the stream of historicalanonymity". An Appendix A which concerns the stories of Saint Elizario and San Isidro,venerated by the villagers, and Appendix B which is the Spanish Juarez document make an
l interesting and suitable end to this well-written and rigorously researched history ofa littleknown, but important period of Spanish-American-Mexican history.Viva L. RaineyCentinary College
t _
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A Life o/ManuelAntonio Chaves: The Little Lion a/the Southwest. By Marc Simmons.
Chicago (Swallow Press), 1974, $8.95.
The biography of Manuel Chaves "has not been a simple task" writes Marc
Simmons. This is unquestionably true. The author has accomplished a painstaking and
demanding research project. He has written a highly readable account laced with
informative illustrations of the life ofa fascinating frontiersman of the Southwest. He has
succeeded in drawing a vivid picture of the times in which Chaves lived and the heretofore
almost neglected role Chaves played against the background of nineteenth century New
Mexican history, To be sure, the reader is disappointed the portrait of Chaves is not
completely drawn and his thinking is so superficially sketched. There are chronological
gaps in the study and assumptions put forward by the author that are not based on research
materiaL Further, while his life was a most fascinating one, Chaves remains an enigma of
sorts even after the reader has finished the book. For instance, the continued increase in
Chaves' economic status, in spite of financial setbacks, is never dearly spelled out. Nor
are the underlying reasons for his steadfast loyalty to his new Country-the United States.
In this sense we never become intimately familiar with the subject. However, as the author
points out, these failures are understandable given the paucity of existing source material,
much ofwhich was fragmented and often incomplete, Dr. Simmons was able to draw from.
In the final analysis, these are trivial drawbacks in the face of an impressive addition to the
history of our early Southwest.
Chaves lived during an era of great turbulence and change. Born under Spanish
colonial rule, raised under the government of recently~independentMexico. and living
most of his adult life under United States territorial administrations in the New Mexico
territory, Chaves' life was linked to almost every major historical event which occurred in
the territory. He participated in the Santa Fe trail trade. played a role in fending offa Texas
invasion of New Mexico, gave his loyalty to the United States in the Mexican and Civil
wars. and was involved in numerous Indian skirmishes where he earned the label El
Leandro, the Little Lion. His exploits, narrated in an easily readable style. deserve the
admiring recognition received here.
Richard B. ChardkofI
Northeast Louisiana University
Texas Epic: AnAmericanStory. By Martha Anne Turner. Quanah (Nortex Press), 1974.
P. 158. Notes and index. $10.00
The Republic period of Texas history, already given a great deal of attention by
writers ofTexana. is featured in this collection ofdocuments compiled and edited by a long
time student ofthe era, Although a few of the forty-six documents featured were written in
early statehood, twelve were written during the Revolution and the rest during the
Republic.
For the most part. the author has chosen her selections welL Some are very
well-known; for example, she includes Travis' Alamo appeal of February 24. 1836. But
others have not been printed. and some of these are quite interesting and revealing,
particularly a pre-Revolutionary letter of Travis which appears as Document No.1.
Almost one half of the documents are letters involving the Irion family. Since Dr, R. A.
Irion served as Houston's Secretary of State and was close friend of the President. these
letters are often either to or from Houston and are filled with useful information.
Forthose not thoroughly familiar with the period and for some who are, the author's
annotations will be the strong point of the book. These are drawn for the most part from
secondary sources, particularly the Handbook ofTexas, and are apparently based on the
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assumption that the reader knows little about the principals involved in the accompanying
document. Although the assumption may not be valid in all instances, the rather thorough
explanations make the collection useful and interesting for the casual reader.
One is left with the feeling that the author is something of a romantic. Certainly the
documents are selected and the annotations are written in that tradition. She isn't as
critical of Travis as some historians might be. If she doesn't accept without tinge ofdoubt
some of the legends of the Alamo, she leaves the impression that she would like to do so.
Her presentation of Houston is filled with awe, and his political and personal enemies
don't fare too well.
But the Republic was a romantic period in the history of the state and perhaps a bit of
romanticism is in order. In any event, Texas Epic is a useful and interesting volume to be
added to the growing collection of Texana.
Adrian Anderson
Lamar University
The Germans in Texas: A Study in Immigration. By Gilbert G. Benjamin. Austin (Jenkins
Publishing Co.), 1974. P. 133. Bibliography, appendix and maps. $12.95
The published work of a German traveler who visited Texas in 1818-19, J. V. Heeke,
may have influenced the migration of some of his countrymen to that land in the decade of
the twenties. Others arrived over a period of several years just prior to the Texas
Revolution, the most notable name listed being that of Robert Justus Kleberg, Sr., a
doctor juris from Gottingen.
German· settlers participated in the Texas Revolution, a history of which was
published (1843) in Leipzig. "The idea ofbattling against political tyranny and for religious
freedom," according to Benjamin, appealed to the "revolutionary feelings" of those
Germans whose efforts toward unification and constitutional government had failed.
Idyllic descriptions of Texas in other publications reached Germany in an ern of
idealism, and partially explain the founding of the Adelsverein by a group of Gennan
noblemen who would encourage migration to the New World. Specifically, they hoped' 'to
afford the German ppor a field for rewarded labor, to open to German industry new
markets and to give to [the] German sea·trade a "wider expansion, ", The possibility ofa
German colony within the Republic ofTexas excited the imagination of the likes of Prince
Solms-Braunfels. He became commissioner general of the Verein in Texas and his reports
indicate motives that were "in part commercial and in part humanistic.
Fiscal problems and inept leadership resulted in harrowing experiences for those
colonists who arrived 1844-46. Baron von Meusebach. successor to Solms, must be
credited for his leadership in establishing better relations with the Indians. Not until the
arrival ofprofessionals, artisans, merchants, andother substantial burgher types following
the Revolution of 1848, however, did the communities in Carnal and Gillespie counties
begin to flourish. Industries and talents, strange to the American frontier experience,
thrived in the towns as did the cotton culture in the countryside. German settlers favored
free as opposed to slave labor. and only a few became slaveholders.
German cultural patterns prevailed in schools, singing societies, churches, and
newspapers in San Antonio as well as nearby towns. American-born settlers resented the
German tendency to remain aloof and their antipathy to slavery. German fraternal
organizations brought forth strong denunciations from proponents ofthe Know-Nothing
movement, Hill country Germans supported Democratic nominees Buchanan and
Breckenridge in 1856 and 1860, although most ofthem opposed secession. A majority went
with Texas into the Confederacy, although others headed for Mexico. During
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This volume deserves to be recognized as the ground breaking study on German
immigration in Texas, but the reader may be misled by the dust jacket blurb that the work
"was researched at a time when many of the original leaders and participants were still
alive." Nowhere does Benjamin indicate that he interviewed these persons; in fact, there
is no indication that this Yale Ph. D. ever visited Texas. A more personal association with
the subject matter can be found in Moritz Tiling, History ofthe German Element in Texas,
1820-1850 (Houston, 1913). A more thoroughly researched and better written volume
covering essentially the same subject matter is Terry G. Jordan's German Seed in Texas
Soil (Austin, 19(6). R, L. Biesele's History ofthe German Settlements in Texas (Austin,
1930) is, likewise, a more complete study.
The volume under review appeared first in the German AmericanAnnal.5, VTI (I 909)
and was reprinted in lhefollowing year in hook form by D. Appleton & Co, It is regrettable
that the publisher of the second reprint did not see fit to correct spellings of proper names,
among the deficiencies noted by a reviewer in 1911.
One statement made by that reviewer no longer holds true: "With all its
imperfections, the book is the only recent work in English on the subject." (Quarterly of
the Texas State HistoricalAssociation, XV (October, 1911), p. 171.)
Donald E. Everett
Trinity UDiversity
A History ofClay County, By William Taylor. Austin (Pemberton Press), 1974. P. 112,
Bibliography and index. $9.50.
The History of Nueces County. By Nueces County Historical Society. Austin
(Pemberton Press), 1972. P. 174, Footnotes and index.
These two books are good examples of their breed: the purely descriptive, episodic
county history. It would be unfair to apply to them the rigorous criteria for judging
scholarly historical monographs. With that understanding, these are not at all bad county
histories.
The History of N ueces County, a group effort by the local historical society, is the
better book, It covers the entire period from Indian civilization to the present day, and
makes use ofa wide variety ofsubstantial secondary sources. The writing is above average
for a county history, and anyone who is interested in details of the background of Corpus
Christi or Nueces County can find material on quite a number of topics: Indians, the Civil
War and Reconstruction, and every major part of the economy and culture.
Taylor's A History of Clay County is inappropriately titled, since it deals almost
entirely with the early years between 1870 and 1900. Only a few passing references give
any indication of what has occurred in the county during the twentieth century. The
author's style is no more pedestrian than one expects in a local antiquarian work, but there
are some grammatical and spelling errors which ought to have been caught in editing, As
far as content goes, a reader can learn some rather interesting details about the early
settlement of the north Texas frontier. If the book had been calledSorne Incidents ofLife
in Clay County in the Late Nineteenth Century, one could say that it well lived up to its
promise.
Recognizing that county histories such as these are not expected to be works of
thorough scholarly analysis, it is still a shame that the many opportunities for deeper
explanation rather than surface description are passed up. The Nueces book, for instance,
has frequent lists of county officeholders. Why not lake a few paragraphs to sketch a
collective picture of these men over the decades? What are their geographical and
educational backgrounds, their occupations, their relative wealth, their ethnic origins?
What trends appear over the years: more Mexican-American officials, more urban




residents elected, or what? The same could be done forthe long list of Baptist ministers. A
mere catalog of names is useless, but a little descriptive analysis would be of use to
historians in many fields. The Clay County volume mentions that some voting precincts
have been going Republican in recent years. Which ones? What kind of people live there
compared to the rest of the county? Why are these people becoming less Democratic than
the general population? Nothing elaborate would be required to probe these matters, and
there are dozens of such points in every county history which would raise these works
above the level of the episodic and antiquarian and render then truly valuable to the
historical profession.
James H. Broussard
Southwest Texas State University
The American Problem in British Diplomacy, /841-1861. By Wilbur Devereux Jones.
Athens (University of Georgia Press), 1974. P. 211. Notes and index. $13.50
Wilbur Devereux Jones' latest work is an attempt to examine Anglo-American
diplomacy in the middle of the nineteenth century by focusing upon the manner in which
British foreign secretaries and prime ministers came to view the United States in terms of
its collective personality. The British interpretation of that personality, maintains Jones, is
the key to Britain's policy toward her former subjects and can be seen best, and sometimes
only, in the private correspondence of leading British statesmen of the period. Thus he has
made extensive use of that COITespondence. to the virtual exclusion of its trans-Atlantic
counterpart.
Britain's two outstanding foreign secretaries of the period differed in their assessment
of the U.S. character. Lord Aberdeen, whom Jones admires greatly and to whom he
awards the honors for the superior diplomacy of the period, was successful because he
never lost faith in the basic trustworthiness of the United States and adopted a "pacifistic
realism" toward her. Lord Palmerston, on the other hand, saw the United States as
aggressive and expansive, and feared that a conciliatory gesture in her direction would be
detrimental to Britain's diplomatic image in Europe. However, Palmerston eventually
came to accept Aberdeen's realism and acknowledged the U.S. influence over Mexico.
Britain's American policy is presented against a backgrop of concern for Europe and
especially France. Here Aberdeen's mastery is demonstrated as he worked to separate
France and the United States diplomatically in order to enhance British security and forge
an Anglo-French association.
It is in precisely this manner that the author interprets Aberdeen's diplomacy in the
Texas question during the 18405. However, readers will be disappointed to discover that
Texas is aU but excluded from the book, the author explaining that other writers have
covered the topic and that he has treated it in an earlier work. Thus, the reader encounters
Texas in only two paragraphs separated by almost 200 pages, and in the last sentence of the
very last of over 700 notes.
The numerous citations do not slow the pace of the narrative, however, nor is the
author in bondage to his notes. When the documentary evidence stops short of providing
conclusive judgment, Jones surmises, but with caution, good logic, and in an interesting
fashion.
Because throughout the book Jones has used"America" in the British sense, i.e., as
synonymous with the United States, it is sometimes disconcerting to read that" Britain
had long since abandoned all of Mexico to America, if she wanted it" or that "America
chose to heat up the Central American issue. ." (p. 131).
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Overall, though, the work is sound. With the exception of Texas, Jones lays out
the major diplomatic issues-the Maine and Oregon boundaries, the Mosquito
controversy, and the Mexican coup-in intricate detail and with diligent, painstaking care.




Mr. PoLk's War. By John H. Schroeder. Madison (The University of Wisconsin Press),
1973. P. 183, TIIustrations, essay on sources and index. $12.50.
National unity is important during wartime. However, no nation can truly remain a
democracy unless it allows dissent toward government policies. America is no exception
to this rule. Almost every conflict the United States has entered-excepting World War
Tl-has produced active anti-war movements. The opposition groups have held political,
moral and religious reasons for disliking om various military struggles. Until recent years,
however, little interest was shown toward the opponents of America's several wars. The
situation changed in the 1960s mainly because of the Vietnam experience. Historians like
Samuel Elliot Morison and Fredrick Merk began to examine critics ofpa!>t conflicts to gain
perspective on the current trauma in Indo-china. John H. Schroeder, as assistant
professor of history at the University of Wisconsin, recently contributed to this field of
study with his book, Mr. Polk'.~ War.
The author's purpose is to present a detailed, in-depth account of anti-war
movements during the contlict with Mexico. Happily his monograph, the first thorough
examination of the subject, achieves its goal. All of the war critics, from partisan Whig to
radical abolitionist, come to life from the numerous primary and secondary sources.
Schroeder feels, as do many other historians, that President Polk deliberately incited
the hostilities with Mexico by impossible demands and acts of aggression. His beliefs
coincide with those of Mr, Polk's contemporary critics.
Various types ofdissident'i emerge from the study.
There was the opposition Whig party whose attack on the administration's policies
was based on both pragmatism and principle. To escape the epithet of "traitor", which
destroyed the Federalists in 18] 2, Whigs voted for bills supporting the army in the field.
However, they strongly attacked the Democrats for allegedly starting the war and then for
mismanaging it. The Whigs also had ethical reasons for criticism, Conservatives felt an
expansionist war and the resulting large army and centralized government would pervert
the Republic. Radical abolitionist Whigs believed the struggle with Mexico was merely an
attempt to add new slave territories.
The ruling Democrats themselves had dissensions. The pattern is interestingly
similar to the troubles this same party suffered during the Viet Nam War. Radical
Northerners, the Van Burenite wing, were against the Mexican War morally because of
the slavery issue and politically since they were opposed to Southern domination of the
party.
Professor Schroeder also deals with religious and intellectual leaders who were
anti-war. Men like Theodore Parker, Henry Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson
disagreed with the administration's policies. On the whole, the author points out most
clerical and literary dissent flourished in the northeast. Southern and western preachers
mainly supported the war as justified,
One major conClusion Schroeder reaches is that although anti-war opposition was
widespread, especially by ]847, it never was able to organize and effectively challenge the
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Polk government. When disillusionment about the conflict appeared, it was more the
result of the administration's mismanagement than a sudden realization by Americans that
the entire enterprise was immoral.
Yet, some of the solutions proposed by the ineffective peace movement are
fascinating in light ofthe recent Viet Nam controversy. The demand for troop withdrawal
from Mexico, as well as a Congressional cut-off of funds and manpower, were suggested
means of ending the war.
Mr. Polk's War, while not a volume that would be eagerly seized by the average
readet, is a work that is both useful and enjoyable for a history student. The book's
benefits are two-fold. It delves deeply into an area only superfically handled before and
also helps one acquire a proper perspective of war dissent throughout American history.
Daniel P. Friz
Gilmer, Texas
The Mirror of War: American Society and the Spanish-American War. By Gerald F.
Linderman. Ann Arbor (The University of Michigan Press), 1974. P. 227,
Illustrations, notes and index. $10.00
The Spanish-American War occurred at a time when Americans were questioning
some of the assumptions upon which their society rested. The Mirror (dWar examines the
efforts to reconcile the prevailing social consensus with a new situation, the growing need
to concentrate more authority in the central government and to extend that authority into
foreign and domestic affairs. Yn six penetrating and well written essays, Professor
LindeTffian convincingly argues that, "The forces creating war were less the tirst
pnx:;lamations of twentieth-century capitalism than twilight expressions of a disappearing
nineteenth-century social structure (8)."
The first two essays, "William McKinley and the Decision for War" and "Redfield
Proctor: Character, Conversion. and the Commitment to War", consider the question of
why war was declared upon Spain. The President viewed a war with Spain as the only way
to preserve what he considered to be the basic values of American society. Senator
Proctor's speech is pictured as the event, more significant even than the sinking of the
Maine, that united public opinion in support of a war, for humanitarian reasons, to assist
the Cubans.
The next two essays, "The War and the Small-Town Community" and "The War of
Personal Encounter," offer some insights into how Americans viewed the war. The
small-town considered the local National Guard unit as "its military unit, an extension
first of itself rather than the nation (71)." While acting as an extension of their individual
communities, the soldiers hoped that in some mystical way the war would test and
rejuvenate them and their society. Both essays help to explain some of the problems
encountered by the national government when it attempted to mold the citizen-soldiers of
the National Guard into a well disciplined military force.
The two concluding essays, "The Image of Enemy and Ally" and "The Popular
Press and the War," deal with public opinion before and during the war. The author deftly
~ follows the mental gymnastics that reversed, by the time the tighting ended, the images of
l Cubans and Spaniards held at the beginning of the war. The final essay investigates thosefactors in American society that allowed the yellow press to exert the influence that it didin the months before the outbreak of hostilities.
l Professor Linderman demonstrates that many Americans believed that a war withSpain was the only way to preserve the social consensus that had arisen out ofthe past. Tosupport his conclusions, the author has thoroughly researched and documented his study.The inclusion of a bibliography would have been helpful, although a careful sifting of the
1 _
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notes yields a variety of source materials. There is something of value in Linderman's
study for both the professional historian and the general reader. The length of the book is
deceptive, the author's concise analysis of his selected topics wastes neither time nor
space. It is a splendid little book.
Tommy Young
Texas Tech University
The Buffalo Book: The FuJI Saga of the American Animal. By David A. Dary. Chicago
(The Swallow Press, Inc.), 1974. P. 297. Appendices. notes, bibliography, and
index. $15.00.
A study of the buffalo has appeared that should be the definitive historical work on the
subject for years to come. It did not seem possible that much more needed to be said about
the Plains' most famous four·legged creature, following such fine studies as those by
Allen, Hornaday, Branch, Grinnell, Seton, Gard, Roe. and others. but David Dary has
put it all together in a most attractive book.
Dary begins his study with the pre-historic bison and traces the development of the
modem animal. In a later chapter he examines efforts to develop new species, such as the
cattalo. which hold some promise for the future, From frontier literature Dary cites many
references to the Eastern wood buffalo, the Western mountain buffalo (which may have
been the same sub-species - Dary is not clear on the point), and the prairie and plains
buffalo, by far the most numerous of the three. Dary gives considerable attention to the
numbers of the buffalo and provides many descriptions of seemingly endless herds.
Understandably he is ambivalent regarding the bison population at the time of the white
man's arrival, but he seems tofavorSeton's figure, 75,000,000. Heis in no way ambivalent
regarding the present population of the creature. He spent over three years making his own
careful survey of the known herds and came up with the figure of 30,100 for 1972. The
contrast between 75,000,000 and 30,100 accounts for much of the current interest in the
buffalo, and Dary chronicles ttae slaughter and near extinction as carefully and excitingly
as anyone has done. He notes that contrary to popular belief the indians did make a dent in
the vast herds, but only after the white man's horse and his trading goods provided the
incentive, The white man's appetite for buffalo meat, especially the tongue, and his
"sporting" enthusiasm for hunting the beast were responsible for a sizable portion of the
ensuing slaughter, but the demand for robes and particularly for hides gave chiefimpetus
to the unbridled decimation. Dary does not stop with the slaughter. He goes on to
chronicle in a very interesting way the rebuilding of the buffalo population from a low of
800 in 1895 to its present healthy figure. Far from being in danger of extinction, the buffalo
now is sufficiently numerous and prolific to pennit a sizable "harvest" each year which
supplies numerous gourmet emporiums and even buffaloburger stands. Dary takes up a
number of interesting topics regarding the buffalo: bison "rutting" and "family" life, the
rare appearances of white or pied buffalo, bull battling for leadership of a herd,
domesticating buffalo for plowing and transportation, collecting and exhibiting bison
heads and stuffed specimens, and the role of the buffalo as a symbol in American pop
culture. Appended are intriguing recipes for buffalo servings and a beckoning list of




Trailing the Longhorns: A Century Later. By Sue Flanagan. Austin (Madrona Press),
1974. P. 209. Illustrations, maps, notes bibliography, and index. $18.50.
For twenty years following the Civil War Texas cowboys drove thousands of cattle
over established trails-Goodnight-Loving, Chisholm, and Western-to rail terminals on
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the Great Plains. The Long Drive was therefore a unique institution, a vital technique in
the growth of the Cattle Kingdom. On the open range skilled drovers sought the safest and
most economical methods of conducting their somewhat lonely, often dangerous jobs. Jn
so doing they became enveloped in romantic myths and legends; hence, fiction and history
have at times been difficult to separate. Consequently Sue Flanagan, the director of the
Sam Houston Memorial Museum in Huntsville, has depicted with words and photographs
what these men saw and experienced along the way-although "a century later."
In regard to organization and historical content, Trailinf? the Longhorns is rather
unimaginative. But Flanagan has an extraordinary talent of photography which elevates
this work out of the commonplace. In taking numerous pictures while inspecting the three
major cattle trails from Texas, she has captured the flavor of the Long Drive, of the
cowboy's arduous existence. For instance, the reader can proceed visually along the
Chisholm Trail beginning with springtime on the South Texas prairies, thence to the
limestone hills northwest ofFort Worth, across the meandering Red and Washita rivers, to
the rolling countryside south of Abilene, In fact, Flanagan has graphically illustrated the
history of the cattle frontier, whether showing a lone fencepost supporting barbed wire, a
sunset near Camp Supply in Indian Territory, or buffalo grazing near the Cimarron River.
Even though no new research appears in Trailing the Longhorn,f, the author has once
more demonstrated the validity and value of recording history pictorially.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
Money on the Hoof-Sometimes. By Edith Wharton Taylor. Fort Collins, Colorado (Old
Anny Press), 1974 P, 115. Notes, bibliography, and introduction by Ben K, Green.
$8.95.
The origin of the cattle herds and trail drives, the fight to eradicate the Texas "tick"
Fever, the Fort Worth Livestock Exchange, the meat processing plants in Fort Worth,
and the cattlemen who pioneered the opening of the cattle market in Fort Worth are some
of the topics treated during the 1850-1970 time span covered in this 115 page book. The
adventurous reader who digs into this rather short volume will notice the resulting
confusion from the author failing to provide a thesis, as she bucks about discussing all of
the above topics mentioned, jumping from one to another with little continuity. Yet
despite the tangents, the main topic appears to be the cattle market and meat processing
plants in Fort Worth from the late 1800s to the World War II era.
The adventurous reader who hurdles the first barrier of determiningjust what exactly
the author is writing about is likely to never complete the volume after wrestling with the
author's writing style. Short choppy sentences (p. 38) act as roadblocks to the narrative
throughout the book. The paucity of compound sentences, connecting phrases, and other
literary devices make the words grate on the tongue of the reader and contribute to the
already disjointed organization of the book. To add insult to injury, the author's research
sources are weak and largely depend on articles from The Cattleman. A cursory look at
standard historical indexes such asAmerican History and Life list a numberof articles on
the Texas "tick" Fever, cattle markets in Texas, etc. that are never mentioned in this
volume. In addition, a wealth of infonnation is available in the form of Texas State
documents on various cattle related subjects and especially the legislative history of the
Texas "tick" Fever, cattle programs, and the cattlemen's associations-also not
mentioned by the author. However, the Old Army Press did its usual masterful job on the
physical attractiveness of the book with the inclusion of more than 25 photographs, high
quality paper, and readable typeset.
Except for the five cattlemen that the author interviewed concerning their early years
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have been published. The flavor of the cattle market, its bawdy breed of men who chased
longhorns for a living, and the smell ofammonia compound rising from the tick eradication
vats simply do not come across in this book. instead. one finds a volume with sterile
treatment, less than adequate research, disjointed organization, and no index. And, if the
reader is to believe that publisher's blurb that Ben K. Green's introduction to this book.
(less than one page) means a stamp of approval and guide to good reading, one is forced the
question Ben's good judgement.
Charles R. McClure
Rutgers University
Doc Middleton: Life and Legends of the Notorious Plains Outlaw. By Harold Hutton.
Chicago (Swallow Press, Inc.), 1974. P. 246. Notes, bibliography, and index.
$10.00.
Harold Hutton is a rancher in the northern portion of Nebraska on the Niobrara
River, the area which includes the counties of Boyd, Brown, Holt, Keya Paba, and Rock,
or as many know it, "Doc Middleton Country." Thus. the author lives, and has for many
years, where James M. Riley, alias Doc Middleton, made his reputation in the late 1870s.
In addition, he spent twenty years researching this book, a volume which the publisher
describes as the "definitive biography" of the subject. The author having researched
diligently and as throughly as possible, no doubt knows more about his subject than
anyone living today, and probably more than anyone during Middleton's lifetime, except
the outlaw himself. He was elusive, for obvious reasons, and refused several offers to
write his own story, even after he had paid his debt to society and was in need of the money
his autobiography promised.
A challenging subject for any biographer, James M. Riley was born in Texas in early
1851 in "obscurity... reared in hardship and poverty... land! died in adverse
circumstances" (p. 221) in Wyoming in 1913. He led a very eventful life during which he
killed, rustled, engaged in gunfights and fist-fights. He was married three times, spent time
in the penitentiary and several jails, pedormed in Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, and was
a respected businessman. Because of Middleton's adventures and reputation as an outlaw,
author Hutton believes that "the story of the West would not be complete without him,
and a place in history, as least a small niche, belongs to him" (p. 221), and this is what
Hutton has attempted to provide.
However, this biography leaves much to be desired. Besides the occasional errors in
historical accuracy-such as his reference to Nebraska as "unorganized territory" (p. 88)
in 1879 when in fact it was organized in 1854 and became a state in 1867-there are other
deficiencies. Hutton views his subject with total subjectivity. Whenever conflicting
accounts of Middleton's activities exist, he inevitably defends the one which is most
favorable to the outlaw; and when no account of certain alleged events can be found, he
assumes the best. In addition, it is hard to determine whether or not this is a biography or
simply an edited account of the life and legend of the outlaw. Numerous chapters contain
much more in the fonn of edited quotes than in the author's own writing. All of this,
coupled with the overly dramatic style of the volume, makes the book a disappointing one.
Billy D. Ledbetter
Cooke County College
Jericho: The South Beheld. By Hubert Shuptrine and James Dickey. Birmingham
(Oxmoor House), 1974. P. 157, Catalogue of paintings and drawings. $60.00.
Using the Biblical symbol of Jericho - The Promised Land - artists Hubert
Shuptrine and James Dickey have in words and watercolor undertaken to present "two
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deep views" of the South. Both men are Southerners; but each beheld his land in his own
way: Dickey in vignettes which he calls "flickers" and Shuptrine through visual images,
not intended to be renditions of reality but the feelings of a beholder.
Thefonnat ofJerichu is effective. Pages ofpoetry in prose form are followed by pages
of paintings, not correlated, but each complimenting the other. Large type and the use of
only half of the page in print give an openness which corresponds to the spaciousness
depicted in most of the paintings. Shuptrine sees the land and its waterways as space not
dominated by its inhabitants. They are integral parts, not masters. A few of his paintings
are "close-ups" but most are landscapes with the distant horizon giving a feeling of the
unconfined. The detail of some of the paintings is exquisite, for example, the fisherman of
Wassaw Sound, "Seiner Man" and the facial expressions of "Chico" and "Old
Hombre" .
]n addition to the introduction, the epilogue, and a helpful catalogue of paintings and
drawings, the volume is divided into three sections: The Land and the Water, Among the
People, and The Traditions Web.
Poet Dickey asks the reader to suspend his own reality and become a spirit,
unfettered by time and space, to observe Jericho. His vehicle is appropriate, for the
imagination is a wonderful tool; but one feels that he imposes too many instructions on his
"beholders". Asking his spirit readers to fly with him, the writer in The Land and the
Water spirals along the South's waterways through west Texas and back east to Atlanta,
touching briefly on oyster shells in St. Augustine's fortress and on to the open land west of
San Antonio where "you could bury your shadow in the purples there."
Among the people Dickey finds humor, pathos, ignorance, the joy of living, and
music - in the churches, on the front porches, and along the roadsides. The vignettes are
colorful, eclectic. One which is particularly thought provoking describes the mountain
woman quilter: "Every way that Jericho has dressed her for sixty years is going into the
colors of sleep. From every dress, a piece of material. " The whole becomes its parts again
to form another whole.
Southern heritage, once defiant, then apologetic, now treasured remembrances,
meshes in the webbing of traditions. The troops that followedJ. E. Johnston to Kennesaw
Mountain would follow him again, for "they were Defending" to the death for their
heritage. Passed down by oral tradition, the stories and the story tellers of the South live
on .• ,Now there was this old boy... " introduces many a creative tale. "We take our time to
make the lies a lot more interesting than the truth," observes Dickey.
]t is the infinite network ofochre dirt roads, not the gleaming interstate highways, that
the artists travel. They miss most of the sophistication of the South's modern cities while
seeking the nostalgia of the rural scene. However, the tone, especially of the paintings, is
somber. The Land and the Water section in particular is brown and gray. The South may
be Jericho, but even the Promised Land needs to have blue skies at times.
The mobility of modern society contributes to the melting pot condition of the South
today where much of the Old South flavor is gone. Jericho seems to be an attempt to
recapture that sense of sectionalism which is erroding away. The book is a "show book"
- too large to hold and read - a table volume to be admired. The tone is sentimental
nostalgia. The artists have concentrated on what is behind rather than what lies ahead.
They have, however, retained the spirit which seems to have been their intent, that is, the
South as a "particular segment of the world" seen through eyes that love her and those
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Gentilz: Artist ofthe Old Southwest. By Dorothy Steinbomer Kendall and Carmen Perry,
Austin (The University ofTexas Press), 1974. P. 127. Illustrations, references, and
index. $17.50,
Paris-born and trained Theodore Gentilz (1820-1906) was hired at twenty-three to
serve as a surveyor, artist, and promotion agent for Henri Castm's Texas colony. By 1848
he had finished his contribution to Castro's endeavor and had established a permanent
home in San Antonio. In a career that was both rewarding and productive he established
himself as one of Texas's most important primitive artists. Gentilz depicted-with
considerable charm and exactly the right tempo-the homes, public buildings, street
scenes, occupations, customs, and entertainments of a culturally diverse population.
Spanish and Mexican themes were especially favored by the artist, almost to the exclusion
of the influence exerted by his French compatriots,
The authors avoid excessive claims for Gentilz's work and admit his provincial
status. His subject range was South Texas and Northern Mexico, with a heavy emphasis
on San Antonio scenes. All pictures in the book, in fact, are from San Antonio collections.
Each view has been placed in its proper historical setting. In those few instances where
this has not been possible, the authors have openly resorted to highly educated guesswork,
No two persons are beuerqualified than Kendall and Perry to do this, In short, this is more
an historical than artistic document. and particularly significant in the visual history of a
unique American city.
The book contains thirty color and a like number of black-and-white pictures. The
former are reproduced with admirable fidelity to the original tonal values. Designer Jo
Alys Downs has given the volume an unusually handsome format, featuring spacious
margins, an appealing two-color title page, and an equally attractive green cloth binding.
The Garamond typeface subtly emphasizes the historical nature of the material as well as
the ethnic background of one who made an important contribution to Texan culture.
AI Lowman
Institute of Texan Cultures
George Sessions Perry: His Life and Works. By Maxine Cousins Hairston. Austin
(Jenkins Publishing Company), 1973. P. 178. Bibliography, $8.95.
In her Preface to her study of Perry, Ms. Hairston says his life was "the stuff books
are made of." The tale she tells corroborates that estimate, but it is a pity she did not make
a good book of that stuff.
One can readily fault the book for the abominable .proofing. Three errors appear on
each of two pages in the bibliography, and they are frequent enough in the text to prove a
constant annoyance. But more important, the organization is defective. Instead of
discussing the works chronologically as she discusses the life, Ms. Hairston devotes three
chapters each to the life and to the works. But she breaks her pattern by constantly
referring to and quoting published and unpublished works in the chapters on his life, And
in the chapters on the works, a sense of chronology is lost, because she treats the
unpublished fiction, the published fiction, and the journalistic work in three separate
chapters. This diffusion diminishes the impact.
The work contains the fruits of a tremendous amount ofresearch in the Perry papers,
and it makes discernible a life so full of torment that one is amazed that no more of it is
evident in Perry's work. The estimate that Perry was potentially much greater than his
work reveals seems sound. To those of us who matured in the socially oriented 1930s,
PelTY was one who sold out to the Saturday Evening Post and its ilk and was more guilty
than Fitzgerald was in Hemingway's eyes, for Fitzgerald did continue to write stories with
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substance. The book makes one feel a little more kindly toward Perry. but one also feels
that if he had had real mettle, he would not have yielded so readily to the pressures of
editors.
In sum, the book and Perry seem alike in one respect. Neither measures up to the
potential of the material at their disposal.
Ernest B. Speak
SuI Ross State University
Unto Our Times. By Jerry Lackey. Seagraves (Pioneer Book Publishers), 1971. P. 121,
Notes and index. $6.75.
Mr. Lackey, in describing Texas from a mountaintop in the Big Bend country in 121
pages. has attempted to paint a word mural. Several sketches emerge, but there remain
large areas of blank canvas.
The author covers area history very briefly. and then moves into the mid-twentieth
century. He recounts stories of some of the illustrious residents and visitors to the Big
Bend. He is at his best in bis descriptions oftbe land. He is also very effective describing
the decay of the rancbing industry, cattle, sbeep and goats, and in bis forecast of
agricultural problems which have developed since publication. He also traces the path
from the placid fifties through the turbulent sixties and then peers uneasily into the
seventies, His uneasiness has since proved well founded,
The work is technically marred by some poor editing. The author's viewpoint rambles
at times to the point of distraction. Black and white photographs, while excellent in
content and composition, make one wish for the color found in the accompanying text.
Overall, Mr. Lackey shows a great deal of promise that, with additional maturity and
tighter editing, could produce a work to complete the mural so bravely begun,
Howard L. Sandefer
Beaumont, Texas
John B. ConnaUy: Portrait in Power. By Ann F. Crawford and Jack Keever. Austin
(Jenkins Publishing Co.), 1973. p, 437. Bibliography and index. $9.50.
Considering the nature of tbis first major biography of John B, Connally, it seemed
desirable to let a little "simmer" time pass after the first reading before attempting to write
a review. But even that didn't take all the puzzle out of it. The book was published just
prior to the major Watergate revelations and the ultimate accusations against the
Governor in the milk fund scandal, so it is easy to read the knowledge of those subsequent
events into the authors' treatment of Connally although they probably did not know of
them.
When you begin Crawford and Keever's Connally the impression is inescapable that
it is to be lauditory, But the more you read this is less obvious, and by the time you are
through (and have seen a few newspaper accounts of his present court troubles) you are
convinced that it is a hatchet job, because the Governor's portrait really has the warts on
it. What this probably means is this is a balanced account of the public career of John B.
Connally up to his Nixon cabinet position, but we will aJi have to season a bit more before
we will know for sure, The authors bring their subject from his beginnings at Floresville
through the apprentiseship with LBJ to the governorship. the national cabinet and to the
very threshold of national power in his own right. They point out his intelIience, good
looks, his articulate gift (trained in the University of Texas Curtain Club and campus
politics) and his instinct for polities in general, albeit in a conservative drift. They also
paint him as unsympathetic to the poor, labor and Mexican-Americans, and reveal coarse
language, opportunism, and callousness.
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The research on this volume has been intense, including agood deal of interviews with
friends and enemies. Organizationally, the book suffers from the location of the Kennedy
assassination after a complete examination of his governorship, rather than in its correct
chronology; this appears a bit odd since everything else is chronologically presented. The
generous inclusion of photographs of Connally and his political contemporaries is a major
addition.
Archie P. McDonald
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Improbable Rise ofRedneck Rock.. By Jan Reid, photographs by Melinda Wickman.
Austin (Heidelberg Publishers, Inc.), 1974. P. 344. $9.95.
The lmporhable Rise of Redneck Rock is one of the latest and best in the current
flurry of studies of pop culture. The book is about musical miscegenation, and it shows
what happened when rednecks spent too much time hanging around the quarters. In this
case the result was a woods colt dropped in the vicinity of Austin - Threadgills, the
Annadillo, Dripping Springs-that since has cantered all over Texas and is extending his
territory to wherever the grass is green and the grazing is good.
This kind of music was bound to happen. Most Texans, both rural and urban, have
honky-tonkin' in their blood, and that includes a core feeling for all the old-time
country-and-western singers like Ernest Tubb, Eddie Arnold, and the great Hanks,
Williams and Snow. And when that dear old country boy Elvis Presley started slipping
around with the beat and the sound ofblack rhythm-and':'blues and boogie, the mixing was
on its way. Redneck Rock presents the more recent history, the last eight or ten years,
when a number of young musicians blended their feeling for rock music with their heritage
of country sounds and came up with redneck rock.
Jan Reid's book is the story ofthe development ofthis form of music, especially about
the people who brought it into life in the Austin area. Reid pictures Austin as Texas' own
Nashville, as in fact stealing thunder from Nashville and L.A. and the west coast. The
seed-forms were planted at Kenneth Threadgill's and at the Austin-
scene-transplanted-to-Denton in Stan Alexander's North Texas folk music club.
From these places and from the sounds of all the honky-tonks and barrel houses in Texas
sprang the kind of music that Michael MurpheY,Jerry Jeff Walker, and Rusty Wier would
eventually sing, and the grand old man of it all, Willie Nelson, would come back to Texas
to be with.
This exciting and "improbable"? (I don't think so.) rise of redneck rock is very recent
history, say five to ten years old. One of the problems Reid, or anybody writing about the
contemporary scene, has is that he is too close to the picture in time to see it with historical
perspective. He knows this and limits his scope to picturing and interpreting within the
framework of the time he wrote it. Reid does well. He has a good eye and he writes with the
understanding of a man who has been there, He also has a very personal and readable
style.
Redneck Rock is well organized with an Introduction providing all the necessary
background for the Austin Scene and its music. The body is nine chapters on that many of
the big country rockers: Walker, Fromholz, Stevenson, Ramsey, Bridger, Wier,
Friedman, Murphey, and Nelson. Reid concludes with a behind·the-scene description of
Willie Nelson's 1973 Dripping Springs Reunion, where they tried to get it all together.
And now let's hear it for the photographer! Melinda Wickman not only covers each
subject and each chapter artistically and perceptively but is a sweet thing ifevery I saw one
- which all goes to show that the best folks are focused in on thatgood·time redneck rock.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University




The following books are NOTED:
Simpson, Colonel Harold B., Hood's Texas Brigade in Reunion and Memory, Hillsboro
(Hill Junior College Press), 1974. lllustration, Bibliography and Index. $9.50.
If any single individual can personify a group then Colonel Harold B. Simpson is
Hood's Texas Brigade, certainly in the literary sense. Simpson years ago staked out the
Texas Brigade. known familiarly by its first real commander's name, although it endured a
number ofmen at the post, as his special mission. Labors at Hill Junior College (both in the
classroom and at the Confederate Research Center) and at Texas Christian University
have not deterred him from this first committment. First came Hood's Texas Bridgade in
Poetry and Song and the Hood's Texas Brigade: Lee's Grenadier Guard. Now we have
the presen t work, only volume three of proposed four. This is the first major work. I know
about ofa unit's history after the war.It carries the men who survived the worst of the war
into a lasting union, they should pardon the expression, with themselves and their
decendants by blood and by spirit in a lasting tribute to the deeds of the Civil War.
Simpson, more than any Jiving man, has kept this spirit alive in the modem times. This
volume, like its predecessors, is printed in an easy to read type and is written in a pleasant
style. If yOll have the first two, you have to get this one. (APM)
Ericson, Carolyn Reeves, (transcriber) 1847 Census Nacogdoches County.
Nacogdoches, Texas (By Author), 1974. P. 19 and index.
Ericson, Carolyn Reeves, (transcriber) 1854 School Census of Nacogdoches County.
Those who know Ms. Ericson or who know her work, especially the extremely useful
Nacogdoches - Gateway to Texas J will realize the value of these latest endeavors. She has
established herself as the "local authority" on such matters, and as such her transcribing
from basic documents can be completely trusted. Both of these works were published by
Ms. Ericson and are available from her in care of the Stone Fort Museum, Stephen F.
Austin University, Nacogdoches. They contain much biographical information of interest
to genealogists, historians, or antiquarians. Both are well indexed to increase the ease of
usage. (APM)
Oberste, William H., The Restless Friar, Austin (Von Boeckmann-Jones), 1970.
Illustrations and Bibliography. P. 145.
Around"Nacogdoches you hear a lot about Father Antonio MargH deJesus, the head
of the mission effort that first placed the Spanish presence on the banks ofthe Lanana and
Banita Creeks. There are many legends about the good Father, including the miracles of
drawing water from a rock and taming a wildcat, both previously done by Moses and St.
Francis of Assisi. This is not to say that they were not done by him also, for he was an
extraordinary man, His mission work was not limited to Nacogdoches or East Texas;
indeed, he is really best known for his labors in lower Mexico and Central America. But
we claim him for helping to get things started around here, for his beautiful nature, his
godliness, and his devotion to Christian duty. Oberste has written about Margil with
feeling and identification. and the story is inspiring. (APM)
Bowman, Bob, The Towns We Left Behind, Diboll (The Angelina Free Press, Inc.), 1972.
P. 112. $4.95.
According to the author, there's a ghost town or two in every county of East Texas,
And they have been subject of some interest to him for a while because a number of years
ago he published This Was East Texas J a book about East Texas ghost towns. The book at
hand contains that and quite a few additional ghosts towns that have come to his attention
since then, and is a considerable improvement. The illustrations and general format are
just more of what you would expect a book to be. It is divided into coUections of lumber
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towns; courthouses and capitols; iron. oil, and rail towns; riverports; settlements offaith;
teacher towns; and a listing of other towns covered in a few lines. Like the Ramos book,
also noted in this issue. this is a book about the forgotten or nearly forgotten. Ramos
looked at individuals, Bowman has looked at groups. (APM)
Ramos, Ralph, Rocking Texas Cradle. Beaumont (The Enterprise Company), 1974.
Illustrations. P. 262. $7.95.
I first knew Ralph Ramos in the 1950s, knew him primarily as the father of one of the
girls in French High School with whom I attended classes, and as a face on the TV screen
as he delivered the evening news, I lost track of him through the years as I moved about,
but about three years ago my relatives who stiJilive in Beaumont started to save some
interesting clippings from the Enterprise which he had written about some of the early but
still living residents of East Texas. They were good features, had strong human interest,
and were usually accompanied by a photograph of some oldster whose wrinkled
countenance served as his credentials for supplying the meat of the story. Now Ramos has
collected a goodly number of these features forthis volume. It is a fine job, and Ramos'
own story, the first item, is among the best.
Ramos believes that he is preforming a historical service by photographing and
interviewing the super-annuated survivors of East Texas and Western Louisiana history.
He is aware of the dangers of oral history, but accepts this as a calculated hazard. The
result is a "fun" book, one that will particularly interest those who knew these fine old
people, but it can be a source for those who only study their time, their life-style, or their
folklore. Here are stories of work, hunting, fishing, fighting, living. Read them for
enjoyment. All in all, J would say that Rita's dad has compiled a fine book. (APM)
Kolb, Avery E., The Grand-Families ofAmerica. 1776-1976. Balitmore(Gateway Press),
1974. P. 103, Biblio., index. $6.50 paperback.
This study traces the patterns of origin, emigration, settlement and growth of
America's "grand-families," the families whose surnames predominate our society. The
author employs the use of maps and tables to compare the frequency of the families in 1776
with the nation today and provides an index of450 names, He concludes that the fifty or so
surnames which predominate America are basically the same ones which prevailed at the
beginning of the nation. (Mrs. Betty Davis)
Mason, Herbert Molloy, Jr., Missions of Texas. Birmingham (Oxmoor House), 1974. P.
102, Appendix, biblio" and index. $2.95.
The road leading to the missions of Texas began in Spain nearly five hundred years
ago. The missions represented a great religious and political ideal launched by a great
nation that fell into decline. Each mission played a distinct and important part in the
over-all development. As Texas emerged into a republic, the Spanish missions were the
most impressive in the Southwest. Thirty-six: missions were built in Texas alone,
influenced by a mixed culture. Iberian, Holy Roman Catholic, Mexican, and American
Indian. All Texans should be very thankful to the people who realize the value of these
beautiful temples of our Lord and are restoring them for the future. (Mrs. Bobby l.
Walker)
Hammett, A.B.l., It's The Law, San Antonio (Naylor). 1974. P. 233. $5.95,
Does "fireproof' mean that an article can't burn? Does "cash on hand" include
funds in checking or savings accounts? Such questions as these, plus many more, have
been involved in litigation in our nation's courts. This may not surprise you if you believe
that the mood and attitude or our nation is such that people today can and do sue for any
excuse imaginable. What will surprise you in reading this book is how easily you may be
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the victim of a lawsuit, or how many times you have probably had legal grounds to sue.
Hammett has complied a series of over 100 cases and court decisions written by Will
Bernard and printed in a number ofTexas newspapers as a public service ofthe Texas Bar
Association. Hammett has organized these one page summaries, written in
understandable layman' s language. and has added one of the most concise and informative
explanatory backgrounds of the development of our system of law I have ever read.
(Anthony C. Martin)
Bedichek. Roy, Karankaway Country. Austin (University of Texas Press), 1950 and
1974. P. 28t, Maps, index. $8.50.
Karankaway Country is the second edition of Roy Bedichek's book, first published in
1950. This timeless, prosaic work, set in the Texas Gulf Coast region where the
Karankaway Indians once roamed, is of man and his environment, and the inevitable
conflict between these and progress. Mr. Bedichek's love and respect for man and nature
is evident throughout the book, as he describes the processes by which both in the coastal
area of Texas were systematically destroyed to a point where salvation was a possibility
only for the flora and fauna. The reader cannot help but feel a sense of guilt concerning
current ecological problems, especially in view of the fact that early warning of serious
problems were sounded twenty-five years ago. (Mrs. Mildred Venitucci)
Arnold, Oren, A Boundless Privilege. Austin (Madrona Press), 1974. $8.50.
Oren Arnold's book offers a nostalgic look into the process of growing up in a small
east Texas town shortly after the turn of the century. Being a native of Rusk County, and
"reared" in adjoining Gregg County, I can attest to his descriptions of the people, their
colloquialisms, customs and attitudes, which in general have not changed considerably
during the past fifty years. Only the machinery of their environment has become more
sophisticated. (Mrs. Mildred Venitucci)
